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INTRODUCTION

The September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks left U.S. policymakers stunned at the country's vulnerability. The attacks resulted, at least in part, from a massive breakdown in the intelligence system designed to identify threats to the nation's security and to provide policymakers with sufficient information to protect against them. Congress created the National...
Commission on Terrorist Attacks upon the United States, commonly known as the 9/11 Commission, to investigate the attacks and to relay "its findings, conclusions, and recommendations for corrective measures that can be taken to prevent acts of terrorism." \(^2\) Through months of intense work that included nineteen days of high-profile hearings, more than 1,200 interviews, and review of more than 2.5 million pages of documents, the Commission dissected the attacks and their antecedents. The Commission concluded that they "revealed four kinds of failure: in imagination, policy, capabilities, and management." \(^3\)

To address these failures, the Commission called for extensive reorganization of both the Executive and Legislative Branches of government. \(^4\) Within the Executive Branch, the Commission recommended that the government's counterterrorism intelligence gathering and operation-planning efforts be unified under a National Counterterrorism Center. The Commission also proposed that the entire intelligence community, which confronts a wider set of national security issues, be unified under a National Intelligence Director who would "oversee national intelligence centers on specific subjects of interest across the U.S. government" and "manage the national intelligence program and oversee the agencies that contribute to it." \(^5\) Within the Legislative Branch, the Commission urged that congressional oversight of the intelligence bureaucracy be consolidated under either a joint intelligence committee of the House of Representatives and the Senate or a single committee in each chamber of Congress. \(^6\) These recommendations for "significant changes in the organization of the government" \(^7\) contemplate a shift from decentralized, redundant agencies and decentralized, redundant oversight toward centralized, nonredundant agencies and centralized, nonredundant oversight.

The 9/11 Commission's final report garnered tremendous attention when it was published in 2004, \(^8\) and the Commission's members, until recently operating as the 9/11 Public Discourse Project, remain important

---

4. *Id.* at 399.
5. *Id.* at 403, 407.
6. *Id.* at 420.
7. *Id.* at 399.
voices in reform debates. The bipartisan Commission on the Intelligence Capabilities of the United States Regarding Weapons of Mass Destruction, popularly known as the WMD Commission, made complementary calls for organizational change in its well-publicized report last year. These two reports have become key forces behind reorganization of the administrative state, including the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 (Intelligence Reform Act), signed by President Bush in December 2004. The Act created a Director of National Intelligence (DNI) to lead the intelligence community and to serve as the President’s primary intelligence advisor for national security, functions previously performed by the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).

This Article questions that siren call of unification on the grounds of national security effectiveness, political feasibility, and democratic legitimacy. Unification may encourage coordination across agencies and committees and reduce resources devoted to maintaining duplicative structures, among other benefits. Unification can, however, have costs as well: for example, destroying needed safeguards and eliminating beneficial agency or committee competition. Finding a desirable and politically feasible balance between unification and redundancy is a difficult task, and a pressing one.

The changes to bureaucratic structure and oversight recommended by the 9/11 and WMD Commissions—both those changes implemented and those not adopted—raise fundamental questions of administrative and constitutional law. These questions cut to the heart of the federal government’s effectiveness in addressing two of the most prominent policy imperatives of our time: protecting national security and maintaining core democratic values, which include civil liberties, transparency, and accountability. First, how should agencies be structured in a system of separate but overlapping powers, a system that aims to protect both national security and central liberal democratic values? Should administrative agencies be combined or placed in competition with each other? Second, what authority should be delegated to these agencies, which do not fall neatly into any constitutional

---

10. COMMISSION ON THE INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES OF THE UNITED STATES REGARDING WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION, FINAL REPORT (2005) [hereinafter WMD REPORT]. Federal Judge Laurence H. Silberman and former Senator Charles S. Robb (D-VA) headed the nine-member bipartisan Commission, which concluded that the intelligence community’s prewar conclusions about Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction were “one of the most public—and most damaging—intelligence failures in recent American history.” Id. at 3; see also Letter from the Commission on the Intelligence Capabilities of the United States Regarding Weapons of Mass Destruction to President George W. Bush (Mar. 31, 2005), available at www.wmd.gov/report/transmittal_letter.pdf.
12. WMD REPORT, supra note 10, at 585.
category? Should responsibilities related to national security be easier or harder for Congress to delegate to administrative agencies than powers related to other policy areas? Does agency structure, such as independence from the President, matter for national security or civil liberties? Third, how should Congress and other institutions oversee the delegations of power? How should our system of checks and balances operate for intelligence activities? Political realities constrain answers to these legal and normative questions. As political scientist Terry Moe explains, "The bureaucracy arises out of politics, and its design reflects the interests, strategies, and compromises of those who exercise political power."13

This Article offers a comprehensive analytical approach for evaluating these questions. The approach combines crucial sets of concerns for agency structure and oversight, including effectiveness for national security, political and legal feasibility, and respect for fundamental constitutional and democratic values. The 9/11 and WMD Commission Reports typically portray redundancies within both the intelligence community and Congress as liabilities, because they increase costs and decrease information sharing. By contrast, Judge Posner, who has written extensively on questions of national security, generally perceives redundancies within the intelligence community as assets, because they appear to create a competitive market for intelligence, and redundancies within Congress as liabilities, because they often interfere with intelligence work. Each approach misses critical insights on its own terms, and fails to include necessary components for agency design in a democratic system. This Article fills in some of these lacunae and offers a framework that applies beyond the intelligence community and its congressional overseers to other policy areas.

Part I summarizes the most important recent proposals for restructuring the intelligence community and congressional oversight; it also describes both attempted and successful efforts to enact those recommendations. Part II, drawing on insights from economics and political science concerning public and private organizations, considers three important perspectives on the 9/11 Commission’s recommendations to unify intelligence agencies and congressional oversight: effectiveness in enhancing national security, political and legal feasibility, and democratic legitimacy. The three have not, so far as I can tell, been applied to intelligence reform rigorously in combination. These perspectives, which combine description, causal analysis, and normative prescriptions, also have wider application to any possible restructuring of the administrative state.14

14. Amy Zegart has analyzed parts of the first two perspectives, effectiveness and political feasibility, for the intelligence community. Amy B. Zegart, September 11 and the Adaptation Failure of U.S. Intelligence Agencies, 29 Int’l Secur. 78 (2005). For a thorough theoretical consideration of the first and second perspectives for any agency merger, see Karen M. Hult, Agency Merger and
More specifically, Section II.A seeks the most effective structure of the intelligence bureaucracy and congressional oversight for national security, taking into account both benefits and costs. When does redundancy (or decentralization) in bureaucratic delegation and oversight create optimal outcomes? And, when is unification (or centralization) more effective? Further, this Section notes that the selection of an effective structure of the intelligence community depends on the structure of congressional oversight, and vice-versa. Section II.B considers what structures are politically and legally feasible. It is very difficult, though not impossible, to change jurisdictions of agencies and congressional committees. The Intelligence Reform Act changed some agency jurisdictions, but it did not shift congressional boundaries. What jurisdiction did agencies lose under the Act and why was that loss permitted? What will encourage members of Congress to give up committee “turf”? What structures does our constitutional system of separate but overlapping powers allow? Section II.C examines the types of agency and congressional structures that a democratic society should desire. How does the organization of the intelligence community and congressional oversight affect core liberal democratic values such as civil liberties, transparency, and accountability?

Part III examines how policymakers might combine these three perspectives to make decisions about the structure of the intelligence community and its congressional overseers, as well as other areas of the administrative state. Part IV applies insights from Parts II and III to make some recommendations concerning the organization of the intelligence community and the community’s congressional monitors. Part V concludes. The Appendix presents a simple game theory model to help illustrate several concepts discussed in Part II.

I

MAJOR REFORM PROPOSALS AND THEIR PRESENT STATUS

The 9/11 Commission was not the first group to call for reform of the intelligence community; such calls have persisted for decades. In the six

BUREAUCRATIC REDESIGN (1987). For applications to agency design for tax and spending, see David A. Weisbach & Jacob Nussim, The Integration of Tax and Spending Programs, 113 YALE L.J. 955 (2004) (first perspective), and Nancy Staudt, Redundant Tax and Spending Programs, 100 Nw. U. L. REV. 1197 (2006) (first and second perspectives, of which my project was developed independently). For a discussion of the first and second perspectives for agency design for food safety, see Richard A. Merrill & Jeffrey K. Francer, Organizing Federal Food Safety Regulation, 31 SETON HALL L. REV. 61 (2000). Because “[f]our federal agencies share primary responsibility for federal food safety,” id. at 90, that case study offers insights into agency design of the intelligence community.

15. In the mid-1940s, the intelligence community underwent its first major restructuring—including the creation of the CIA—which “emphasized centralization in order to avert future Pearl Harbors caused by fragmentation of authority….” Richard K. Betts, Analysis, War, and Decision: Why Intelligence Failures are Inevitable, 30 WORLD POLITICS 61, 77 (1978) [hereinafter Analysis, War, and Decision]. The high-profile investigations of the CIA and FBI by the Rockefeller
years before September 11, 2001, at least ten public and private groups
issued major reports that pushed for structural reform of the intelligence
community.16 Many of these proposals confronted significant opposition
from the intelligence community, the incumbent presidential administra-
tion, and members of Congress; few were enacted.17 Nor was the 9/11
Commission the first to call for reform of congressional oversight of the
intelligence community. Just a year after the National Security Act of 1947
created the CIA, Representative Edward Devitt (R-MN) called for a joint
committee on intelligence.18

This Part examines the most recent reform efforts. It begins with
background on the intelligence community and its congressional overseers.
It then discusses the 9/11 Commission and its primary recommendations
for organizational change of the intelligence community and of congres-
sional oversight. Finally, this Part considers efforts to enact these recom-
mendations, and further calls for change by the WMD Commission, the
9/11 Public Discourse Project, and others.

A. Background on the Intelligence Community
and Congressional Oversight

Before September 11, 2001, the structure of the intelligence commu-
nity and associated congressional oversight could best be described as one
of multiple, decentralized intelligence agencies and multiple, decentralized
congressional overseers. Sixteen agencies or components of agencies now
make up the intelligence community; all but one existed in some form

16. Thomas H. Hammond, Why is the Intelligence Community so Difficult to Redesign? 2-3 n.1
(May 5, 2004) (unpublished manuscript on file with author) (detailing reports); see also Zegart, supra
note 14, at 85-86 (listing “six bipartisan blue-ribbon commissions, three major unclassified
governmental initiatives, and three think tank task forces” between the collapse of the Soviet Union and
the September 11, 2001 attacks).
REPORT, supra note 10, at 6 (“[C]ommission after commission has identified some of the same
fundamental failings we see in the Intelligence Community, usually to little effect.”).
18. KAISER, supra note 15, at 1 (citing H.R. Res. 186, 80th Cong. (introduced Apr. 21, 1948)).
before the attacks.\footnote{19. Office of the Director of National Intelligence, Members of the Intelligence Community, available at http://www.dni.gov/who_what/members_IC.htm; see also National Security Act of 1947 § 3(4), 50 U.S.C. § 401a(4) (as amended).} The Department of Defense houses eight of these: the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), the National Security Agency (NSA), the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGIA), the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO), and the intelligence units of each service (Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines).\footnote{20. WMD Report, supra note 10, at 580.} The Departments of Energy, Homeland Security, Justice, State, and Treasury each have at least one unit devoted to intelligence work.\footnote{21. These units are: Department of Homeland Security, Directorate of Information Analysis and Infrastructure Protection; Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Coast Guard Intelligence; Department of Energy, Office of Intelligence; Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation; Department of Justice, Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA); Department of State, Bureau of Intelligence and Research; and Department of Treasury, Office of Terrorism and Financial Intelligence. Id. at 580-81 (excluding DEA); Richard A. Best, Jr., Intelligence Issues for Congress, CRS Report 33539, at 2 (July 12, 2006) (including DEA); Office of the Director of National Intelligence, supra note 19 (including DEA).} The most prominent intelligence agency is the CIA, which does not sit within a cabinet department.\footnote{22. WMD Report, supra note 10, at 580. The history of the intelligence community is fascinating. For example, the DIA was created to provide coordination and reduce duplication among the military services’ intelligence units. But the services’ intelligence components fought to remain as powerful players. See Richelson, supra note 17, at 55-60, 74-75. For additional background on members of the intelligence community, see id.; Best, supra note 21, at 2-4.} Its independence potentially allows the agency more flexibility. Prior to 2005, the Director of the CIA served as the nominal head of the intelligence community as the Director of Central Intelligence, but had little influence over the work of any agency other than the CIA.\footnote{23. 9/11 Commission Report, supra note 3, at 86; Richelson, supra note 17, at 387.} These agencies are variously mandated to collect, refine, analyze, and/or distribute information potentially relevant to national security. Each agency employs one or more of the following sources of information: human contacts; communications and other transmissions of data, such as intercepted telephone calls and emails; images and other geospatial data from satellites and spy planes; distinctive information indicating that particular events such as nuclear tests have occurred; or open (public) sources such as newspapers and web pages.\footnote{24. WMD Report, supra note 10, at 582-83. Formally, the term “intelligence” includes foreign intelligence, which “means information relating to the capabilities, intentions, or activities of foreign governments or elements thereof, foreign organizations, or foreign persons, or international terrorist activities,” and counterintelligence, which “means information gathered, and activities conducted, to protect against espionage, other intelligence activities, sabotage, or assassinations conducted by or on behalf of foreign governments or elements thereof, foreign organizations, or foreign persons, or international terrorist activities.” National Security Act of 1947, § 3(1)-(3) (as amended), 50 U.S.C. § 401a(1)-(3) (2006). Some experts define intelligence much more broadly, as information or “what decision makers need to know before choosing a course of action.” Harry Howe Ransom, Congress and the Intelligence Agencies, 32 Proc. Acad. Pol. Sci. 153, 154 (1975). As the term is used here, intelligence refers to processed information potentially relevant to national security; it does not include}
covert operations to gather information or to respond to information that has already been collected and analyzed, among other reasons.\textsuperscript{25}

Congressional oversight of the intelligence community is similarly fragmented: seventeen committees, almost all of which existed prior to September 11, 2001, oversee at least one intelligence-related agency.\textsuperscript{26} Neither the House of Representatives nor the Senate has a \textit{standing} committee specifically devoted to intelligence.\textsuperscript{27} The House Appropriations, Armed Services, Budget, Energy and Commerce, Government Reform, Homeland Security, International Relations, and Judiciary Standing Committees and the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (House Intelligence Committee) all oversee at least some part of the intelligence community.\textsuperscript{28} The House Intelligence Committee, created in 1977, has characteristics of both standing and select committees.\textsuperscript{29} The Committee’s members have term limits, but the Committee is able to report legislation to the entire House.\textsuperscript{30} The Senate Appropriations, Armed Services, Budget, Energy and Natural Resources, Foreign Relations, Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, and Judiciary Standing Committees and the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (Senate Intelligence Committee) all exercise intelligence-related jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{31} The Senate Intelligence Committee, created in 1976, had, until the start of the 109th

---

\textsuperscript{25} WMD REPORT, supra note 10, at 385.

\textsuperscript{26} BERT CHAPMAN, RESEARCHING NATIONAL SECURITY AND INTELLIGENCE POLICY 234-43 (2004). Congress is not the only overseer of administrative agencies. Agencies serve the President, who nominates their leaders, as well as members of Congress, who delegate work to agencies. Agencies also operate under potentially piercing oversight by interest groups and the courts. In microeconomic terms, government bureaucracies essentially function as agents trying to please multiple principals. This Article focuses on congressional oversight of the intelligence community because almost all of the reforms relevant to oversight proposed after September 11, 2001 emphasize the Legislative Branch. Cf. WMD REPORT, supra note 10, at 336 (recommending improvements in oversight within the Executive Branch).

\textsuperscript{27} Standing committees are permanent structures that are created by statute or the rules of the House or Senate; select committees are typically temporary structures that do not have legislative powers (i.e., are not able to receive and report out proposed legislation). ROGER H. DAVIDSON & WALTER J. OLESZEK, CONGRESS AND ITS MEMBERS 197, 201 (9th ed. 2004).

\textsuperscript{28} CHAPMAN, supra note 26, at 234-39; see also House Rule X, cl. 1; 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 421.


\textsuperscript{31} CHAPMAN, supra note 26, at 239-43; see also Senate Rule XXV, cl. 1; 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 421.
Congress, characteristics similar to its House counterpart. Much of the committee jurisdiction is shared; in other words, more than one congressional committee in each chamber usually oversees a particular component of the intelligence community. For example, the NSA’s program of eavesdropping on telephone conversations involving at least one person within the United States arguably falls within the jurisdiction of at least the House and Senate Armed Services, Intelligence, and Judiciary Committees.

These committees use a variety of mechanisms to oversee the intelligence community. Through the legislative process, committees help structure and fund agencies as well as delegate work to them. They also call agency officials to testify in congressional hearings, launch their own investigations or request the Government Accountability Office (GAO) to evaluate agency programs, or request information through more informal channels such as telephone calls and email. Relevant Senate committees also conduct confirmation hearings for top officials, and all Senators vote on those confirmations. Most, though not all, congressional oversight is particular (for example, investigating a specific satellite program), rather than general (for example, determining the best counterterrorism policies). Also, many of these committees look not only at actions by the intelligence community, but also at the uses of intelligence by other policymakers.

B. The 9/11 Commission’s Proposals for Agency Reorganization

Congress created the independent, bipartisan National Commission on Terrorist Attacks upon the United States, the 9/11 Commission, in November 2002 to “conduct an investigation . . . [into] relevant facts and circumstances relating to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001” and to “identify, review and evaluate the lessons learned from the terrorist attacks.” At first, President Bush resisted the Commission’s creation; he

---


33. See Gregory F. Treverton, Intelligence: Welcome to the American Government, in A QUESTION OF BALANCE: THE PRESIDENT, THE CONGRESS AND FOREIGN POLICY 70, 87-88, 94 (Thomas E. Mann ed., 1990). The Intelligence Committees do have “exclusive authorizing and legislative powers” for the CIA and the National Foreign Intelligence Program. Unlike the Senate Intelligence Committee, the House Intelligence Committee also has jurisdiction over “tactical intelligence and intelligence-related activities.” KAISER, supra note 15, at 2 (internal quotation marks omitted); see also S. Rep. No. 103-88, at 11 (1994); BEST, supra note 21, at 7. But neither committee has jurisdiction over appropriations. 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 103. The Intelligence Committees reserve committee seats for members of the other committees with major jurisdiction over the intelligence community (Appropriations, Armed Services, Foreign Affairs/International Relations, Judiciary). KAISER, supra note 15, at 3. The House reserves one seat for each such committee; the Senate reserves two seats (one for each political party). Id.

34. See DAVIDSON & OLESZEK, supra note 27, at 324-343.

eventually acquiesced in the face of tremendous pressure from members of Congress and the victims' families. The Commission's best-selling, unanimous report, issued July 22, 2004, began with a harrowing narrative of the terrorists' preparations for their attacks and the subsequent devastation. The Report concluded with five major proposals for change:

1. "unifying strategic intelligence and operational planning against Islamic terrorists across the foreign-domestic divide with a National Counterterrorism Center";
2. "unifying the intelligence community with a new National Intelligence Director";
3. "unifying the many participants in the counterterrorism effort and their knowledge in a network-based information-sharing system that transcends traditional governmental boundaries";
4. "unifying and strengthening congressional oversight to improve quality and accountability"; and
5. "strengthening the FBI and homeland defenders."

These recommendations reflect one view of how Executive Branch functions should be carried out and how Congress should oversee them. The Commission's perspective emphasizes unification and elimination of duplication, and contrasts with the decentralized and often redundant practices of both branches of government prior to the attacks.

The Commission recommended that intelligence gathering and analysis be unified under a single director with substantial authority rather than conducted by multiple units that ultimately answer to different directors. In the Commission's words,

"the current position of Director of Central Intelligence should be replaced by a National Intelligence Director with two main areas of responsibility: (1) to oversee national intelligence centers on specific subjects of interest across the U.S. government and (2) to manage the national intelligence program and oversee the agencies that contribute to it."

It also recommended that counterterrorism intelligence and operations be combined in a national center. The Commission urged, in addition, that congressional oversight of the intelligence bureaucracy be centralized under either a joint House-Senate intelligence committee or a single

---

37. 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 1-338. According to a senior advisor to the 9/11 Commission, the Commission's leaders wanted an unanimous report and achieved consensus through various compromises and votes. Ernest R. May, American Political History Seminar Series, Institute of Governmental Studies, University of California, Berkeley (Mar. 24, 2006).
38. 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 399-400.
39. Id. at 411.
40. Id. at 403.
committee in each chamber. The Commission also concluded that members on the joint intelligence committee should not have term limits so that they could build expertise. In short, the Commission called for a fundamental organizational shift in the federal government's national security intelligence work, from multiple, weakly coordinated intelligence bureaucracies and congressional overseers to a largely unified bureaucracy with just one or two congressional overseers.

The 9/11 Commission disbanded on August 21, 2004. Commission members then established a private nonprofit organization, the 9/11 Discourse Project, to push for implementation of their recommendations; that Project terminated, by design, at the end of 2005. It is unusual for an official government commission to transform itself into a private advocacy group, but the Commission's members wield unusual authority. Before the Commission released its report but after its high-profile hearings, its public approval was at 61% and barely varied by party affiliation. Nearly a year later, the New York Times editorial page called the Commission "the most effective, and most trusted, voice on national security since Sept. 11, 2001."

C. Current Organization of the Intelligence Community

The Intelligence Reform Act, signed by President Bush approximately five months after the issuance of the 9/11 Commission's Report, made

41. Id. at 420. The 9/11 Commission made the same recommendation regarding congressional oversight of homeland security, an area this paper does not directly address, except as it relates to intelligence reform. Id. at 421.

42. Id.


45. The only other example appears to be the Milton S. Eisenhower Foundation, a continuation of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (the Kerner Riot Commission) and the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence (the National Violence Commission). See Summary, http://www.eisenhowerfoundation.org/aboutus/mission.html; E-mail from Adam Klein, 9/11 Public Discourse Project, to Casey Roberts (Oct. 19, 2005) (on file with author). Members of federal commissions, however, frequently do continue participating in relevant policy debates after the commissions have ended. THOMAS R. WOLANIN, PRESIDENTIAL ADVISORY COMMISSIONS: TRUMAN TO NIXON 183 (1975).


substantial changes to the intelligence community's structure. The statute did not meaningfully affect congressional committee jurisdictions concerning intelligence. It created a new cabinet-level DNI, who "serve[s] as head of the intelligence community" and "act[s] as the principal adviser to the President, to the National Security Council, and to the Homeland Security Council for intelligence matters." The Director of the CIA may not serve simultaneously as DNI. Many commentators have called the creation of the DNI the largest organizational change in the intelligence community since the creation of the CIA.

Among other tasks, the DNI must set priorities for existing agencies and "ensure the elimination of waste and unnecessary duplication within the intelligence community." The DNI also must oversee the new National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC), which is to serve as the main agency "for analyzing and integrating all intelligence . . . pertaining to terrorism and counterterrorism, excepting intelligence pertaining exclusively to domestic terrorists and domestic counterterrorism," and which is "[t]o conduct strategic operational planning for counterterrorism activities, integrating all instruments of national power, including diplomatic, financial, military, intelligence, homeland security, and law enforcement activities within and among agencies."

The Bush Administration seemed to struggle to convince a qualified person to take the DNI job. It took almost two months after signing the intelligence reform legislation for President Bush to announce that he had selected John Negroponte, ambassador to Iraq and former ambassador to the United Nations, as the first DNI. Nearly two more months passed before the Senate confirmed Negroponte. Negroponte promised the Senate Intelligence Committee that he would "push the envelope" in interpreting

48. IRA, 118 Stat. 3638.
49. Id. § 1011, 118 Stat. at 3644.
50. Id.
51. See, e.g., RICHELSON, supra note 17, at 17; BEST, supra note 21, at 1.
52. IRA, § 1011, 118 Stat. at 3649-50.
53. Id. §§ 1011, 1021, 118 Stat. at 3649, 3673. The NCTC Director "may not direct the execution of counterterrorism operations." Id. § 1021.
his authority as DNI. President Bush did not name a Director of the NCTC until June 2005.

The Intelligence Reform Act appears to transfer considerable budgetary and personnel authority from the nation’s intelligence agencies to the DNI, but in reality it leaves some of the DNI’s powers vague. The intelligence community’s budget until recently has been divided into three components: the National Intelligence Program (NIP), the Joint Military Intelligence Program (JMIP), and Tactical Intelligence and Related Activities (TIRA). The Act mandates that the DNI “develop and determine” the government’s annual budget for the NIP and present that budget to the President for approval (along with any dissenting views from specified officials in the intelligence community). The DNI then must direct the allocation of its appropriations through Department leaders who oversee intelligence agencies, including, among others, the Secretaries of Defense, Energy, Treasury, and Homeland Security. The DNI can transfer funds within the NIP, however, only after obtaining Office of Management and Budget (OMB) approval and consulting with relevant agencies. The DNI must “participate in the development” of the annual budgets for the JMIP and TIRA, but the Secretary of Defense leads that process. Furthermore, the DNI has no ability to transfer funds within the JMIP; the Secretary of Defense need only consult the DNI before transferring funds.

The Act similarly appears to have centralized personnel authority in the DNI, but, again, the actual extent of the DNI’s authority is unclear. After obtaining approval from the OMB, the DNI can transfer up to 100 intelligence community employees to a new intelligence center (such as the NCTC), and can move employees from one intelligence agency to another for up to two years. The DNI also has significant appointment power over top intelligence agency officials. He must recommend a candidate to the

---

59. WMD REPORT, supra note 10, at 349 n.5, 587-88. The intelligence community budget is classified, but it is widely reported that it is approximately $40 billion and that the Department of Defense consumes approximately 80% of it. See, e.g., Douglas Jehl, Debate on Secret Program Bursts into Open, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 10, 2004, at A24; Douglas Jehl, Nominee Vows Tighter Control Over U.S. Intelligence Agencies, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 13, 2005, at A14. In November 2005, a top intelligence official revealed that the community’s budget was $44 billion. Scott Shane, Official Reveals Budget for U.S. Intelligence, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 8, 2005, at A18.
60. IRA, § 1011, 118 Stat. at 3644-45.
61. Id. § 1011, 118 Stat. at 3646-47.
62. Id. § 1011, 118 Stat. at 3645.
63. Id. § 1011, 118 Stat. at 3646.
64. Id. § 1011, 118 Stat. 3647-48. The DNI must promptly notify certain congressional committees and follow procedures to be developed with relevant agencies. Id.
President when the Principal Deputy DNI or CIA Director positions are vacant. For a variety of other positions, the DNI’s concurrence is necessary for the responsible cabinet secretary to appoint someone or to recommend a candidate for the President to appoint.\textsuperscript{65}

How these budgetary and personnel provisions of the Intelligence Reform Act will actually operate in practice and, particularly, whether they will unify the intelligence community is uncertain.\textsuperscript{66} To garner sufficient support from House Republicans to get the bill out of committee and up for a vote by the entire chamber, a provision was added to protect the Secretary of Defense’s ultimate control over intelligence agencies located within the Defense Department, including the DIA, NSA, and NRO.\textsuperscript{67} Specifically, the Act requires the President to promulgate guidelines that constrain the DNI to act "in a manner that... does not abrogate the statutory responsibilities of the head of the departments of the United States Government concerning such departments . . . ."\textsuperscript{68}

DNI Negroponte has built up a large staff that is scheduled to exceed 1500 people, and his office’s budget is nearing $1 billion—by some calculations, five times what had been spent on management of the intelligence community prior to the Intelligence Reform Act.\textsuperscript{69} In his first annual progress report to Congress in May 2006, Negroponte explained that he had used his NIP budget authority to resolve a long-standing conflict over the acquisition of certain imaging technology; to better assign responsibility for one type of technically derived intelligence, measurement and signature intelligence; and to supervise major purchases by the intelligence community.\textsuperscript{70} Negroponte also endorsed the creation of the Military Intelligence

---

\textsuperscript{65} Those positions include: Director of the NSA, Director of the NRO, Director of the NGIA, Assistant Secretary of State for Intelligence and Research, Director of the Office of Intelligence of the Department of Energy, Director of the Office of Counterintelligence of the Department of Energy, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Intelligence and Analysis, Executive Assistant Director for Intelligence of the FBI, and Assistant Secretary of Homeland Security for Information Analysis. \textit{Id.} § 1014, 118 Stat. at 3664.

\textsuperscript{66} \textit{See WMD Report, supra note 10, at 315; Can spies be made better? Economioist, Mar. 19, 2005, at 29; Posner, supra note 54, at A23.}

\textsuperscript{67} Some House Republicans expressed concern that the DNI, as created by the Senate, could usurp the Defense Department’s authority, resulting in the potential endangerment of soldiers in battle. Phillip Shenon, \textit{With Recess Imminent, Intelligence Bill Remains Tied Up}, N.Y. Times, Dec. 6, 2004, at A21.

\textsuperscript{68} IRA, § 1018, 118 Stat. at 3670; \textit{see also Philip Shenon, House Approves Broad Overhaul of Intelligence, N.Y. Times, Dec. 8, 2004, at A1. As of July 2006, these guidelines had not been drafted. \textit{Best, supra note 21, at 8.}}

\textsuperscript{69} Report of Senate Select Committee on Intelligence to Accompany 3237, at § 105; Gail Russell Chaddock, \textit{Congress Takes Hard Look at 9/11 Reforms, Christian Sci. Monitor, Apr. 28, 2006, at 3; see also David Ignatius, Fix the Intelligence Mess, Wash. Post, Apr. 21, 2006, at A23. The size has not gone unnoticed by members of Congress who are trying to impose various restrictions on the DNI’s growth. Chaddock, supra, at 3.}

\textsuperscript{70} \textit{Office of the Director of National Intelligence, Report on the Progress of the Director of National Intelligence in Implementing the “Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004,” at 3 (May 17, 2006) [hereinafter Progress]"}
Program, which would combine the JMIP and most of TIRA. The DNI also reported the transfer of seventy-two analyst positions from various intelligence agencies to the NCTC.

Despite these accomplishments, the DNI has repeatedly clashed with the Defense Department. During his confirmation hearing to become CIA Director, Deputy DNI General Michael Hayden conceded that the DNI and the Defense Department had “skirmishes over staff.” Indeed, in November 2005, Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld promulgated a directive that mandates the concurrence of the head of the Department’s intelligence efforts before the DNI can transfer any Defense Department personnel. The Defense Department also has increased its spy missions under the Special Operations Command, which reports to Secretary Rumsfeld and is not under the DNI’s control. The DNI reportedly has also fought with the CIA over personnel transfers. The House Intelligence Committee’s initial assessment of the DNI’s work implementing the Intelligence Reform Act was quite critical, finding inadequate prioritization, insufficient coordination with the Committee, problems with information sharing, and unplanned duplication.

The WMD Commission’s report, issued after the Intelligence Reform Act was enacted, takes into account the new bureaucratic structures established by the Act. Of relevance here, the White House endorsed the WMD Commission’s recommendation of a National Counterproliferation Center (NCPC) under the DNI to coordinate intelligence collection and analysis concerning proliferation issues such as weapons of mass destruction.

71. Id. at 6; Best, supra note 21, at 7.
74. Id.
75. Id.; see also Thom Shanker & Scott Shane, Elite Troops Get Expanded Role on Intelligence, N.Y. Times, Mar. 8, 2006, at A1.
78. Like the 9/11 Commission’s Report, the WMD Commission’s Report received national attention. See, e.g., David E. Sanger & Scott Shane, Panel Criticizes C.I.A. For Failure On Iraq Weapons, N.Y. Times, Mar. 29, 2005, at A1. In total, the WMD Commission announced seventy-four recommendations, five of which were classified. See WMD Report, supra note 10, at 563, 557-77. After a ninety-day review of the WMD Commission’s report, the Bush Administration stated that it accepted almost all of the report’s recommendations. Douglas Jehl, Bush to Create New Unit in F.B.I. for Intelligence, N.Y. Times, June 30, 2005, at A1.
destruction and connected delivery systems. The DNI has since established the NCPC as well as selected “mission managers” for Iran and North Korea.

According to media reports, the White House, however, rejected the Commission’s classified recommendation to transfer particular covert functions from the CIA to the NCTC and NCPC, which would have ultimately provided the Defense Department with more authority. The White House also did not adopt the Commission’s recommendation for a human intelligence directorate to coordinate human intelligence efforts, but instead created a new CIA position to resolve conflicts among CIA, Defense Department, and FBI operations. In addition, the White House announced it would work with Congress to create a new assistant attorney general position at the Department of Justice to consolidate intelligence and national security functions.

Most significant, the President ordered the creation of a National Security Service (NSS) within the FBI, which will combine the agency’s national security responsibilities (intelligence collection, counterintelligence, and counterterrorism) and will be “subject to the coordination and budget powers” of the DNI. The NSS chief will report to the DNI and the Director of the FBI. These changes generally garnered positive reactions. The New York Times editorial page concluded, “They are a rebuff to Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld’s attempts to seize control of intelligence gathering. And they give real power to the new director of national intelligence, John Negroponte.”

Most significant, the President ordered the creation of a National Security Service (NSS) within the FBI, which will combine the agency’s national security responsibilities (intelligence collection, counterintelligence, and counterterrorism) and will be “subject to the coordination and budget powers” of the DNI. The NSS chief will report to the DNI and the Director of the FBI. These changes generally garnered positive reactions. The New York Times editorial page concluded, “They are a rebuff to Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld’s attempts to seize control of intelligence gathering. And they give real power to the new director of national intelligence, John Negroponte.”
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80. Office of the Director of National Intelligence, Progress, supra note 70, at 8; Office of the Director of National Intelligence, WMD Commission Recommendations, supra note 72, at 1, 2.

81. Jehl, supra note 78, at A1. As part of the DNI restructuring, the CIA and the Defense Department apparently reached a new agreement to avoid conflict and overlap in intelligence collection and analysis. Walter Pincus, CIA, Pentagon Seek to Avoid Overlap, Wash. Post, July 4, 2005, at A2. Growing Defense Department intelligence activity, within the United States and abroad, was seen as creating the need for a new agreement. Id.

82. Jehl, supra note 78, at A1. According to two senior intelligence officials, this CIA office, however, will have only limited power, allowing the Defense Department and the FBI to conduct human intelligence operations without overarching control by the CIA. Douglas Jehl, Little Authority for New Intelligence Post, N.Y. Times, Oct. 14, 2005, at A16. The CIA has also established its National Clandestine Service. Office of the Director of National Intelligence, WMD Commission Recommendations, supra note 72, at 3.


84. Id.


The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has opposed the changes. Timothy Edgar, then Immigration and National Security Legislative Counsel for the ACLU, commented, "The FBI is effectively being taken over by a spymaster who reports directly to the White House. . . . It's alarming that the same person who oversees foreign spying will now oversee domestic spying, too."87

The significance of these shifts in the structure of the intelligence community is disputed. At least one prominent national security scholar believes that the Intelligence Reform Act has not produced substantial changes desired by the Act's proponents.88 In its October 2005 report on the status of the 9/11 Commission's recommendations, the 9/11 Public Discourse Project announced that while Congress had "fulfilled" the DNI and NCTC recommendations, the Executive Branch had made only "some progress" on organizational reform.89 In its December 2005 final report, the Project noted that NCTC "does not yet have sufficient resources or personnel to fulfill its intelligence and planning role"; the Commissioners also called for the DNI "to exercise his authorities boldly to smash stovepipes, drive reform, and create a unity of effort."90

D. Current Organization of Congressional Oversight

While Congress and the Administration have made at least some serious efforts to reorganize the intelligence community, Congress has made little effort to reorganize its overlapping committee oversight of the intelligence community.91 Given members' desires to maintain their committee turf, this is not surprising. The one noteworthy attempt at reorganization occurred in October 2004, when the Senate enacted a series of internal changes. The Senate ended its eight-year term limits for members of its Intelligence Committee. It also elevated its Intelligence Committee to category "A" status; generally Senators can serve on no more than two "A" committees. In addition, it voted to create an Oversight Subcommittee of the Intelligence Committee and establish an Intelligence Subcommittee of its Appropriations Committee. Finally, it changed the name of its Governmental Affairs Committee to the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs.92 The New York Times editorial page dismissed

---

89. 9/11 PUBLIC DISCOURSE PROJECT, FINAL REPORT ON 9/11 COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS 2 (Dec. 5, 2005).
90. Id. at 2.
these reforms as "cosmetic." As of July 2006, the Appropriations Subcommittee on Intelligence had not been established.

After September 11, 2001, the House created a permanent Homeland Security Committee, but did not provide it exclusive jurisdiction over any issue, including intelligence matters. The House Intelligence Committee also created a subcommittee devoted to oversight. In October 2004, Representative Carolyn Maloney (D-NY) proposed that the House make substantial changes to its Intelligence Committee, including shifting its status from a select committee to a standing committee and providing it exclusive jurisdiction over the intelligence community, including components within the Department of Defense. Representative Maloney's proposal has not been voted out of committee. In contrast, some Representatives want to broaden committee jurisdictions over intelligence. In July 2006, Representatives Jeff Flake (R-AZ) and Adam Schiff (D-CA) introduced a bill that would require the House Intelligence Committee to disclose considerable classified information to at least eight other House committees.

Congress also has not implemented the WMD Commission's suggestions regarding congressional oversight. In its final report, the Commission made several concrete proposals, including a recommendation that Congress establish an intelligence appropriations subcommittee and that the Senate Intelligence Committee be given the same authority over joint military intelligence programs and tactical intelligence programs that the House Intelligence Committee now has. Others have suggested that Congress create a five-year nonpartisan commission with "continuing review" authority to oversee "extraordinary measures" taken by the intelligence community to protect national security.


93. Unfinished Intelligence Work, supra note 91, at A22.

94. Best, supra note 21, at 8.


96. 9/11 PUBLIC DISCOURSE PROJECT, supra note 89, at 8.


99. WMD REPORT, supra note 10, at 20.

Before dissolving in late 2005, the 9/11 Public Discourse Project lobbied for enactment of its proposals on congressional committee structure. It called for the Intelligence Committees to be given appropriating authority or, in the alternative, for the Appropriations Committees to create subcommittees for intelligence and for the House Intelligence Committee to end the term limits for its members. In its final “report card,” the Project gave Congress a “D,” having concluded that the legislative chambers “have taken limited positive steps, including the creation of oversight subcommittees” but that oversight “is still undermined by the power of the Defense Appropriations subcommittees and Armed Services committees.”

II

A FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATING PROPOSED ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES

Fundamental changes to the structure of the intelligence community and congressional oversight raise key administrative and constitutional law issues. These structural choices affect national security as well as core democratic values, including civil liberties, transparency, and accountability. The choices involve a public policy area that is, in certain ways, typical and, in other ways, unique. Intelligence work requires great secrecy for its effectiveness, yet occurs within a democratic government. Figure 1 illustrates four combinations of structural choices, which represent poles on two continuums.

Prior to September 11, 2001, the structure of the intelligence community and its congressional overseers could be described as decentralized, redundant agencies and decentralized, redundant oversight (the top left box below). The 9/11 Commission recommended a shift to centralized, unified agencies and centralized, unified oversight (the bottom right box). Judge Posner, by contrast, generally supports decentralized, redundant agencies and centralized, unified oversight (top right box). After the Intelligence Reform Act, the current structure is more one of centralized, unified agencies and decentralized, redundant oversight (bottom left box). Unification here typically implies nonredundancy; at the least, it implies less
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101. 9/11 PUBLIC DISCOURSE PROJECT, supra note 89, at 8.
102. Id. at 3.
103. Posner, supra note 1, at 36, 43, 63, 97, 140. Posner, however, does support restructuring of the FBI; he favors the creation of a unified domestic intelligence agency with no law-enforcement duties, similar to the United Kingdom’s MI5. Id. at 173-80, 206; Garicano & Posner, supra note 1, at 153, 167. He also favors some coordination by the National Security Adviser, particularly on the budget, “to make sure all bases are covered.” Posner, supra note 1, at 11; see also Posner, supra note 1, at 148.
redundancy than a decentralized, redundant structure. What option (or mixture of options) is optimal?

Figure 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure of intelligence community</th>
<th>Congressional oversight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centralized/unified intelligence community, decentralized/redundant oversight (status quo after the Intelligence Reform Act)</td>
<td>Centralized/unified intelligence community, decentralized/redundant oversight (status quo after the Intelligence Reform Act)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralized/redundant (multiple agencies, no single executive)</td>
<td>Entirely decentralized/redundant (status quo before 9/11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralized/unified (single agency or head)</td>
<td>Centralized/unified (single committee in each chamber or single joint committee)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This Part proposes a three-pronged approach for evaluating that question in the intelligence area; this approach can also be applied to any subject of the administrative state. Section II.A examines the effectiveness in enhancing national security (considering both benefits and costs) of redundant and unified structures of the intelligence bureaucracy and congressional oversight. For example, Section II.A considers when redundancy in
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104. This Article largely refers to redundancy and decentralization interchangeably. To be certain, it is possible to have decentralized but nonredundant agencies or centralized but redundant agencies. Assume there are two tasks for an agency to carry out: $x$ and $y$. There could be one agency assigned to perform $x$ and another agency to perform $y$. If those two agencies operate independently of each other, we would say that those agencies are decentralized and nonredundant. If the two agencies instead fall under a third agency’s control, we would treat the agencies as unified and nonredundant. Alternatively, there could be two separate agencies, each assigned to perform task $x$. If those agencies operate independently, we would say that the agencies are decentralized and redundant. If a third agency, however, controls the two agencies, we would treat the two agencies as unified but redundant. Generally, however, decentralized structures display more redundancy than centralized ones.
bureaucratic delegation and oversight creates optimal outcomes, and when it creates perverse outcomes, in terms of national security. It also considers how the selection of a structure of the intelligence community influences the effectiveness of particular structures of congressional oversight, and vice-versa. Section II.B examines the political and legal feasibility of the options, in terms of structural constitutional law, statutes governing bureaucratic reorganization, and political preferences. Neither intelligence agencies nor congressional committees want to give up power, and even if they can be so convinced, changes to authority of agencies and congressional committees face particular legal constraints. Section II.C analyzes how structural choices regarding the intelligence community and congressional oversight affect core liberal democratic values, including civil liberties, transparency, and accountability.

A. Effectiveness in Enhancing National Security

In selecting among the structural choices, one consideration is effectiveness in promoting the fundamental goal of enhancing national security. What option or combination of options from Figure 1 would a “national security planner,” who cares only about maximizing the protection of national security, net of financial costs for that protection, choose?105 Although further theoretical and empirical work must be done, a national security planner likely should prefer a combination of structural choices, redundancy for some tasks and unification for others.

The 9/11 Commission generally took the perspective of a national security planner when calling for more unification and less redundancy in the intelligence community and among the community’s congressional overseers. On the benefit side, the Commission contended that unification would improve information sharing and coordination among intelligence agencies, leading to better intelligence.106 In addition, the Commission argued that unification would improve the accountability of both the intelligence community and Congress. The Commission believed that, if multiple agencies (or committees) dropped the ball, it would be difficult to hold any one entity accountable.107 On the cost side, the Commission argued that redundancy, particularly in the intelligence community, was too expensive to maintain. In its view, removing some of the duplicate “stovepiping,” i.e.,
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105. I choose to focus on net benefits as a measure of effectiveness because it captures the traditional concept of economic efficiency (i.e., in a perfectly competitive market, the most efficient outcome is to produce until the marginal benefit from production equals the marginal cost). To be sure, cost-benefit analysis relies on considerable assumptions. See infra note 192. Subsequent references to maximizing national security incorporate this net benefits meaning.

106. 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 408-09.

107. Id. at 86, 104-07.
methods of analyzing or storing intelligence, would free up resources for other tasks.108

As a national security planner, the 9/11 Commission, however, may have miscalculated. The proper comparison is not between the benefits of unification and the costs of redundancy, on which the 9/11 Commission focused. Rather, the proper comparison is between the net benefits (benefits minus costs) of unification and the net benefits of redundancy.109 Examining only redundancy’s costs ignores its significant benefits.110

Redundancy has several benefits for achieving an operational goal. First, redundancy may combat “group think.” Psychologists have found that “group polarization” increases “if members have a sense of shared identity” and decreases “if members have a degree of flexibility in their views and groups consist of an equal number of people with opposing views.”111 Redundant institutional design may increase diversity in viewpoints if workers identify primarily with their own agency. This could prevent members of the intelligence community from forming a shared identity across agencies, and thereby decrease the risk of “group think.”112 This psychological research suggests, for example, that if all members of the intelligence community perceive themselves to be clones of the DNI, deliberation among those members likely will lead to an outcome that is more extreme than the DNI’s position because deliberation will not contain any opposing viewpoints.
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108. Id. at 401, 403.
109. Redundancy is a broad concept. It can describe wholesale duplication (i.e., two entities or individuals perform the same tasks) or partial overlap (i.e., two entities or individuals share at least one task). Allan W. Lerner, There is More than One Way to Be Redundant, 3 ADMIN & SOC. 334, 337 (1986). Duplication that does not improve the functioning of the system has been described as “total negative redundancy,” duplication that does improve system operability as “total positive redundancy,” and overlap as “partial redundancy.” Dan S. Felsenthal, Applying the Redundancy Concept to Administrative Organizations, 40 PUB. ADMIN. REV. 247, 248 (1980). Redundant elements can be used in different ways. Each structure could perform a particular task to completion (“enlightened waste”). Alternatively, each structure could perform a task at a lower level, such that the combination yields a completed task, while having the capacity to perform the entire task alone if the other failed (“stress the survivor”). Or one structure could perform a particular task to completion with the other structure as backup (“mobilizing reserves”). Lerner, supra, at 341-49; see also Felsenthal, supra, at 248. Here, the unit of analysis is an administrative agency or congressional committee, not a group of employees within an agency or members of a Committee, who could also engage in redundant tasks.
112. Id. at 105.
Second, redundancy may prevent "capture" of agencies or overseers by particular interest groups, decreasing politicization of intelligence. If interest groups have objectives that differ from the goal of maximizing national security, capture of agencies or overseers decreases national security effectiveness. One interest group generally will find it more difficult to capture several agencies than a single agency; to wield power over multiple agencies, interest groups may have to work together, which is a costly enterprise for the groups.

Third, if redundancy produces competition, it may yield better outcomes than coordination. This is, of course, a fundamental insight of economics: perfect competition produces more socially optimal results than monopolies. Specifically, competitive structures may prevent "pernicious" collusion, particularly when the organizations are similar. Competition may encourage redundant entities to work harder and more creatively, generating a race to the top in performance; competition may also motivate one entity to correct mistakes made by another entity. For example, if multiple intelligence agencies are tasked with finding Osama
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114. On the other hand, it may be easier for interest groups to capture one large agency than many smaller agencies. See HULT, supra note 14, at 8.

115. Although all competitive markets have redundant suppliers, the converse is not necessarily true: not all redundant structures compete with each other. For example, in the San Francisco Bay area, the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) and the Alameda-Contra Costa (AC) Transit District provide some redundant transportation options for commuters: to get from San Francisco to Berkeley, one can take the BART subway train under the San Francisco Bay or the AC Transit bus over the Bay Bridge. These options also compete with each other; commuters choose between them. By contrast, the BART trains themselves have redundant braking systems, automatic and manual, which do not compete with each other. Cf. Francisco Parisi et al., Two Dimensions of Regulatory Competition, 26 INT'L REV. OF L. & ECON. 55 (2006) (distinguishing overlapping elements that operate concurrently and elements that operate alternatively).


118. See Roberta Romano, Is Regulatory Competition a Problem or Irrelevant for Corporate Governance?, 21 OXFORD REV. ECON. POL'Y 212, 213 (2005); Andrew B. Whitford, Adapting Agencies: Competition, Imitation, and Punishment in the Design of Bureaucratic Performance, in POLITICS, POLICY, AND ORGANIZATIONS: FRONTIERS IN THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF BUREAUCRACY 160, 181-82 (George A. Krause & Kenneth J. Meier eds., 2003); see also MacKubin Thomas Owens, The Hollow Promise of JCS Reform, 10 INT'L SECURITY 98, 105 (1985) ("Interservice rivalry [in the military] has the beneficial effect of spurring innovation in defense policy and in the development of doctrine and equipment in support of a strategic or tactical approach that may seem irrelevant at the time.").
bin Laden, the competition to find him might motivate each agency to achieve more than it would if it were the only agency working to achieve that objective.\textsuperscript{119} In addition, such competition may "make it easier for the organization[s] to adapt to a changing environment."\textsuperscript{120} Alternatively, redundancy may allow for needed cooperation, as certain tasks may require multiple, overlapping entities.\textsuperscript{121}

Fourth, redundancy may increase reliability by decreasing the chances of the system failing entirely in certain respects.\textsuperscript{122} Take the classic example of a belt and suspenders for holding up a man’s pants. Each accessory independently, with some probability, keeps the pants from falling down. A belt can unlatch or suspenders can snap, however. Together, on average, the accessories should prevent an embarrassing moment more often than either used on its own. For example, if the belt works effectively 90\% of the time, and the suspenders work effectively 75\% of the time, these two devices together should work as well as a system that is effective 97.5\% of the time.\textsuperscript{123} The same reasoning applies to the (far harder) task of finding bin Laden. The more dependent the structures are on each other, the smaller the improvement in reliability; in other words, completely independent but redundant structures yield the greatest increase in reliability.\textsuperscript{124}

This reasoning can be applied to administrative agencies: according to bureaucratic redundancy theory, multiple agencies delegated the same task are more likely to complete the task than a single agency.\textsuperscript{125} Examples of such redundant arrangements abound in our governmental system. For example, the federal and state courts are redundant, in that both have jurisdiction over certain claims.\textsuperscript{126} The classic example for the administrative state

\textsuperscript{119} Further, if each entity faces decreasing returns to scale, i.e., higher average costs for each additional unit of production, then it may be less expensive to split production among several entities than to leave it to one larger entity, depending on the costs of establishing each entity. William J. Baumol & Alan S. Blinder, Economics: Principles and Policy 169 (7th ed. 1997).

\textsuperscript{120} Garciano & Posner, supra note 1, at 157.


\textsuperscript{123} The chance of at least one device working is 0.975. This is the reciprocal of the chance of both clothing devices failing, which is 0.025, the product of each device’s chance of failure, (0.1)(0.25).

\textsuperscript{124} See Bendor, supra note 122, at 47.

\textsuperscript{125} Ting, supra note 121, at 274.

\textsuperscript{126} Cf. Hunter v. Martin’s Lessee, 14 U.S. 304, 349-50 (1816) (Story, J.).
is that each military service employs its own “air force,” though any one air force could protect troops on the ground.127 Although each air force has been tailored to its service’s needs, each likely could be reconfigured to provide much of the same protection as any other. Other agency examples exist. The Federal Trade Commission, an independent regulatory commission, and the Antitrust Division of the United States Department of Justice, a cabinet department, both have authority to enforce antitrust laws.128 The Department of Interior’s Bureau of Reclamation and the Army Corps of Engineers both have authority over federal water policy.129

This reliability advantage has limits, however. The direct extension of logic from engineering to political science is problematic. It ignores “strategic interdependencies” among political agents.130 For example, the suspenders do not moderate their effectiveness level based on the actions of the belt—each accessory holds up the pants with the same probability whether the other item worked or failed. Political agents often choose their effort levels strategically, moderating their effort based on the actions of others.131 Collective action problems are especially acute when agents have goals similar to those of their principal, the institution delegating work to them.132 Thus, in considering how to structure the bureaucracy, one must determine how the organizational benefits as well as the potential costs of redundancy interact with its strategic effects. To the extent that redundant structures foster effort (typically through competition), rather than free-riding, reliability likely is increased, but to the extent that redundant structures permit free-riding, reliability typically is decreased.133

Redundant structures have disadvantages as well. First of all, redundancy adds costs.134 Classic organizational theory emphasizes this argument.135 Martin Landau, a proponent of redundancy in bureaucracy as a

127. Ting, supra note 121, at 275. Cf. id. ("Each service has a somewhat differentiated role; for example, only the Air Force has long-range bombers."). See also Carl H. Builder, The Masks of War: American Military Styles in Strategy and Analysis (1989).
130. Ting, supra note 121, at 275.
131. Id., at 276.
132. Id., at 276.
133. C.F. Larry Heimann, Different Paths to Success: A Theory of Organizational Decision Making and Administrative Reliability, 5 J. Pub. Admin. Res. & Theory 45, 46, 70 (1995) (arguing that reliability can be increased through changes to an entire system or to components of that system); Miranda & Lerner, supra note 122, at 194.
134. Bendor, supra note 122, at 29; Hammond, supra note 16, at 15; Miranda & Lerner, supra note 122, at 196.
means to increase reliability, acknowledges that the costs of redundancy might be "prohibitive" but argues that because the "probability of failure in a system decreases exponentially as redundancy factors are increased," costs likely will be "quite manageable." Landau does not, however, consider that redundant agencies may act strategically, shirking their duties but still requiring substantial funds.

There is also a subtler version of this efficiency argument: if there are increasing returns to scale (i.e., the average cost of each additional unit is decreasing), or if the fixed costs of establishing additional entities are sufficiently high, combining functions in one entity is more efficient. For example, assume that satellite imaging has increasing returns to scale: the average cost of each additional image declines as the number of images increases (perhaps because the fixed cost of equipment gets divided over a greater number of images, while the marginal cost of producing each additional image is constant). It is better for one agency to invest in and maintain satellite equipment for images than for multiple agencies to do so. Costs for redundant structures also represent lost funds for other tasks. In other words, if resources are fixed, redundant structures impose additional opportunity costs.

Second, redundancy may actually decrease reliability in some cases. As suggested above, redundant entities may "shirk off unpleasant duties because it is assumed that someone else will take care of the problem." Knowing that others are working on the same problem, each actor may expend less effort or attention on it. Even a partial reduction in attention or effort by each redundant entity may result in lower reliability than that would exist with a single entity. This argument presumes that entities do not suffer sufficiently adverse consequences from free-riding. If only one entity is tasked with preventing a catastrophic but low-probability event, that entity generally faces greater consequences for failing than if more than one agency has the same task.

Third, redundancy may undermine the quality of agency or committee products or decisions in a variety of ways. To start, in contrast to the argument that redundancy can produce more moderate positions, redundant structures may actually increase group polarization within each structure; a unified, more heterogeneous structure may produce more moderate

136. Landau, Redundancy, supra note 110, at 350.
137. Baumol & Blinder, supra note 119, at 169.
139. Bendor, supra note 122, at 30.
140. Id.
141. Scott D. Sagan, The Problem of Redundancy Problem: Why More Nuclear Security Forces May Produce Less Nuclear Security, 24 Risk Analysis 935, 939 (2004) (describing how more witnesses to a crime could result in a lower probability that the police are notified if witnesses think the chance that someone else will report the crime increases with the number of witnesses).
Imagine that each intelligence agency has a strong culture. If each agency works alone on a problem, agencies may produce quite polarized decisions; if members from disparate intelligence cultures join together on a particular problem, they may produce better decisions. Further, redundant elements may “race to the bottom” in terms of the quality of their outputs, so that all elements operate at the lowest “level” of any the elements.

Fourth, competition among agencies or committees may prevent critical cooperation among entities. In fighting for resources, for example, each redundant element presumably puts its own interests before the larger goal of protecting national security. Further, competing entities may create undesired interference. For example, if two agencies are conducting covert operations in the same place without coordinating with each other, one agency’s efforts may harm the other’s if they are going after the same confidential sources. Redundant elements also may hide their data from their competitors. But if sharing produces positive externalities, coordination and consolidation may produce better performance than competition (where no entity has an incentive to share). If elements do not compete against each other, but instead unite to achieve the same goal, they likely will cooperate more.

Fifth, redundancy may increase decision-making and monitoring costs. With regard to decision making, “consumers” of intelligence will have more analyses to process and coordinate; decisions therefore may take
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142. See supra notes 111-112 and accompanying text.
143. In one manifestation, called “adverse reputational herding,” “the initial agency will perform at the level of the redundant agency, and . . . the entrance of the redundant agency fails to improve upon task performance compared to when such duplication did not occur.” George A. Krause & James W. Douglas, Are Two Heads Always Better than One? Redundancy, Competition, and Task Performance Quality in Public Bureaus 7 (Aug. 27, 2003) (unpublished manuscript on file with author); see also Abhijit Banerjee, A Simple Model of Herd Behavior, 107 Q.J. ECON. 797 (1992). Krause and Douglas find that the OMB’s tax revenue projections have become less accurate since the Congressional Budget Office, which produces similar projections, was established. Krause & Douglas, supra, at 25.
144. See id.
145. Thomas H. Hammond et al., Intelligence Organizations and the Organization of Intelligence 41 (May 13, 2003) (unpublished manuscript on file with author); see also Garicano & Posner, supra note 1, at 163 (acknowledging that information exchange is easier when agencies are centralized).
146. See Edward T. Jennings, Jr. & Jo Ann G. Ewalt, Interorganizational Coordination, Administrative Consolidation, and Policy Performance, 58 PUB. ADMIN. REV. 417, 425 (1998) (examining the delivery of job training services and concluding that coordination and, particularly, consolidation of organizations with overlapping missions yield better program outcomes).
longer to make. Consumers may have to make a tradeoff between quality of intelligence and speed of decision making. With regard to monitoring, if agencies are competing for resources and are not producing easily comparable products, their overseers may have to devote far greater resources to monitoring and evaluating their effectiveness. Further, with redundant structures, it may be hard to affix blame or credit because it is hard to determine which entity is responsible for a particular success or failure.

Sixth, redundancy may produce what engineers refer to as “Type I” and “Type II” errors. Type I errors result from the failure to stop an undesired event. Type II errors occur when there is a failure to produce a desired event. In the intelligence community a Type I error occurs when an agency fails to issue a needed warning and therefore fails to stop a tragic event (a false negative); a Type II error occurs when an agency issues an unneeded warning and therefore creates unnecessary action (a false positive). Serial structures, with each consecutive entity capable of issuing a given warning, can decrease Type I errors. With serial structures in place, a Type I error occurs only if every unit fails to issue the needed warning. The more units, the more likely the proper warning will issue. However, since there are more agents to issue a false positive warning, Type II errors increase. Conversely, parallel structures, with any structure capable of stopping a warning from issuing, can decrease Type II errors because any entity can stop the issuance of a warning. Type I errors increase, however, because more entities can stop a warning that should issue.

In addition to the tradeoff between Type I and Type II errors, there also may be an interaction effect: a system designed to minimize Type I error may lead to an increase in Type II error, which may then lead to an increase in Type I error. Redundancy may also increase the probability of a “catastrophic common-mode error,” i.e., a mistake that makes all

151. Id. at 50; see also Heimann, supra note 133, at 46; C.F. Larry Heimann, Understanding the Challenger Disaster: Organizational Structure and the Design of Reliable Systems, 87 Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. 421, 422 (1993). For example, for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), if the proper policy is to abort a launch and NASA decides to launch, the agency has committed a Type I error (i.e., implementing the wrong policy); if the proper policy is to launch and NASA decides to abort, the agency has committed a Type II error (i.e., failing to implement the right policy). Id.
153. See Garicano & Posner, supra note 1, at 158 (noting that false positives “lull decisionmakers into ignoring future warnings that may be accurate”).
154. Heimann, supra note 152, at 427.
components fail. For example, each redundant airplane engine "both increases the likelihood that the redundant engine will keep the plane in the air if all others fail in flight and increases the probability that a single engine will cause an accident, by blowing up or starting a fire that destroys all the other engines and the aircraft itself."  

How these advantages and disadvantages of redundancy (and conversely, in most circumstances, of unification) apply to any particular area of government organization is complex. Each situation requires considerable investigation. To determine, in fact, whether redundant or unified structures are more effective, policymakers must analyze and compare their benefits and costs. This analysis generally must consider the following criteria: "[p]robability of error and of error detection"; "[c]ost of error"; "[e]ost of redundancy versus cost of monopoly"; "[i]nteraction between type one and type two errors"; and "[s]earch behavior and the possibility of significant innovation." To be certain, these factors are tremendously difficult to calculate. Such calculations depend on assumptions concerning bureaucratic behavior. For example, do organizations act rationally and hence strategically? Alternatively, do they act randomly? Even if agencies and congressional committees "adapt to their surroundings in an imprecise way," they presumably act to further particular goals, given any constraints. Then, of course, articulating those objectives and constraints becomes a challenging task.

Despite these difficulties, it is dangerous to think only about a particular issue—for example, the lack of information sharing or the costs of duplicate structures—and ignore how all of these factors interact. Before a branch of government undergoes major restructuring, decision makers

158. Sagan, supra note 141, at 937.
159. See Felsenthal, supra note 109, at 250 ("To evaluate the desired amount of backup redundancy, three considerations must be taken into account: (1) the probability of different types of system failure or overload occurring over a specified time period which a backup unit, if installed, can correct; (2) the cost of installing and maintaining the redundant backup components; and (3) the costs associated with different lengths of time elapsing until a failure can be corrected.").
161. Some scholars contend that a "garbage can" theory best explains organizational behavior: "[The theory] holds that in some organizations ... the connections between problems and solutions, between decision makers and choices, and between intentions and outcomes are loosely coupled and, indeed, may vary in an almost random fashion." Lee Clarke, Acceptable Risk? Making Decisions in a Toxic Environment 26-27 (1989); see also Michael D. Cohen et al., A Garbage Can Model of Organizational Choice, 17 Admin. Sci. Q. 1 (1972).
162. Whitford, supra note 118, at 161.
should explicitly consider whether unification or redundancy is more likely to achieve a particular goal, in this case, better national security. The next two Sections analyze these factors more carefully as applied first to the intelligence community and then to its congressional overseers.

1. Organization of the Intelligence Community

This Section considers some of the advantages and disadvantages of redundancy and unification for the intelligence community. It assumes that agencies are strategic, that there are costs of delegating work to that community, and that Congress is motivated solely by maximizing effectiveness for enhancing national security, net of its financial costs. Depending on the circumstances, Congress should delegate to multiple, redundant agencies that are not unified (decentralized, redundant delegation), to only one agency (unified, nonredundant delegation), or to unified, multiple agencies (unified, less redundant delegation). These circumstances are determined by comparing the net benefits of all possible structural arrangements. The 9/11 Commission did not ask Congress to delegate intelligence work to fewer agencies, but rather proposed that the agencies tasked with intelligence functions report, in essence, to one boss, and that agencies use joint intelligence resources instead of relying entirely or predominantly on their own resources. When is such partial consolidation of agencies beneficial?

The Appendix describes a simple game theory model for thinking about these issues for the intelligence community and its congressional overseers. As the difference in cost between delegating to decentralized agencies and delegating to a unified intelligence community grows, all else being equal, the payoff to a unified intelligence community also grows. On the one hand, a unified structure likely eliminates some redundancy. The 9/11 Commission believed that the federal government "cannot afford so much duplication of effort" and that such duplication "places extra demands on already hard-pressed single-source national technical intelligence collectors like the [NSA]." Specifically, the Commission called for the CIA’s paramilitary functions to be placed under the Department of Defense, in order to eliminate the redundancy of both

---

164. Sections II.B and II.C do not make the same assumptions.
165. 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 401. The Commission posited that without unified authority over intelligence agencies, duplication (presumably unnecessary duplication) could not be eliminated: "Lines of operational authority run to the expanding executive departments, and they are guarded for understandable reasons: the DCI commands the CIA’s personnel overseas; the [S]ecretary of [D]efense will not yield to others in conveying commands to military forces; the Justice Department will not give up the responsibility of deciding whether to seek arrest warrants. But the result is that each agency or department needs its own intelligence apparatus to support the performance of its duties. It is hard to 'break down stovepipes' when there are so many stoves that are legally and politically entitled to have cast-iron pipes of their own." Id. at 403.
agencies maintaining such capabilities.\(^{166}\) The WMD Commission seemed slightly less concerned about duplication costs.\(^{167}\) DNI Negroponte has indicated that “[i]n some instances, the overlap adds value,” but that in other cases “it consumes resources more appropriately directed to the intelligence community member having the mission at its core, or to emerging national security threats.”\(^{168}\)

On the other hand, unification imposes costs of its own, including those of coordination.\(^{169}\) In an already hierarchical system, adding a DNI, yet another government agent who monitors other government agents in the intelligence community, “lengthen[s] the time it takes for intelligence analyses to reach the president.”\(^{170}\)

By contrast, as the difference in benefits from delegating to multiple agencies and delegating to a unified intelligence community grows, all else being equal, the payoff to a redundant, nonunified intelligence community also grows. For example, multiple agencies that do not report to the same boss may be more likely to foil a terrorist plot because the decentralized structure may promote innovation and competition.\(^{171}\) According to the Center for Strategic and International Studies, coordination “is likely to mean fewer opposing views, just when you want to encourage those rare souls who got Iraq right.”\(^{172}\) Moreover, as the 9/11 Commission acknowledged, “[t]he struggle against Islamist terrorism is so important that any clear-cut centralization of authority to manage and be accountable for it may concentrate too much power in one place.”\(^{173}\)

\(^{166}\) Id. at 415 (“Whether the price is measured in either money or people, the United States cannot afford to build two separate capabilities for carrying out secret military operations, secretly operating standoff missiles, and secretly training foreign military or paramilitary forces.”).

\(^{167}\) WMD REPORT, supra note 10, at 288, 292-94.

\(^{168}\) OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE, THE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE STRATEGY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 18 (OCT. 2005). OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE, PROGRESS, supra note 70, at 5 (reporting “using [authority under the Intelligence Reform Act] to push the intelligence community to operate as an integrated enterprise and eliminate duplication”).


\(^{170}\) Posner, supra note 1, at 11; see also Thomas, supra note 135, at 472 (noting that it is hard for one government agency to manage another).

\(^{171}\) See In defense of the intelligence services, ECONOMIST, July 31, 2004, at 21, 23.

\(^{172}\) Centralised intelligence? Intelligence Reform, ECONOMIST, Dec. 11, 2004, at 33. See also Betts, New Politics, supra note 15, at 6 (“[T]he message of dismay over mistaken estimates of Iraqi WMD is that analysis must be more careful and avoid jumping to conclusions—which implies more checks, balances, and deliberation, along with the personnel and organizational complexity that will naturally accompany them.”). On the other hand, “[t]o the extent that multiple advocacy works, and succeeds in maximizing the number of views promulgated and in supporting the argumentative resources of all contending analysts, it may simply highlight ambiguity rather than resolve it.” Betts, Analysis, War, and Decision, supra note 15, at 76. Furthermore, “in the context of data overload, uncertainty, and time constraints, multiple advocacy may in effect give all of the various viewpoints an aura of empirical respectability and allow a leader to choose whichever accords with his predisposition.” Id. In other words, multiple viewpoints may not improve national security.

\(^{173}\) 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 406.
To the extent that the country faces multiple threats aside from terrorism, redundant structures may help diminish the possibility that the intelligence community will be unable to respond to a particular threat because each entity has invested its resources in other matters. Thus, redundant structures may make it more likely that at least one agency is up to speed on any given threat.\textsuperscript{174} Further, the events of September 11, 2001 themselves may have encouraged intelligence agencies to share information;\textsuperscript{175} thus, collaborative work may occur even without structural reform.\textsuperscript{176} Advocates of redundant, decentralized agencies essentially see decentralization of the intelligence community as promoting necessary competition among agencies.\textsuperscript{177}

Despite these benefits of a decentralized system, a unified structure also has some advantages. A unified structure encourages agency collaboration, increasing the likelihood of a positive outcome.\textsuperscript{178} A coordinator of agencies, with real authority, could force needed cooperation.\textsuperscript{179} The 9/11 Commission focused on this potential benefit: "The importance of integrated, all-source analysis cannot be overstated. Without it, it is not possible to ‘connect the dots.’ No one component holds all the relevant information."\textsuperscript{180} Before the Intelligence Reform Act, intelligence agencies "kept much of the immediate results of their intelligence collection activities within their own institutional structure."\textsuperscript{181} The agencies shared

\textsuperscript{174} See George F. Treverton, Reshaping National Intelligence for an Age of Information 2 (2003); Felsenthal, supra note 109, at 251; Hammond, supra note 16, at 46; Posner, supra note 1, at 11.

\textsuperscript{175} 9/11 Commission Report, supra note 3, at 400; see also Posner, supra note 1, at 11 ("Indeed, the [9/11 Commission] Report suggests no current impediments to the flow of information within and among intelligence agencies concerning Islamist terrorism.").

\textsuperscript{176} Nevertheless, sharing of information is likely greater in a unified structure where such sharing can be encouraged, but also required. This Article focuses on the structure of organizations, but the structure of tasks (e.g., collection of information, analysis of information, etc.) could also be the primary unit of analysis. Would redundant information collectors be likely to horde information and to refuse to turn it over to a centralized database for storage?

\textsuperscript{177} Berkowitz & Goodman, supra note 113, at 122 ("A flexible, decentralized intelligence community managed through market-like mechanisms is better suited to the new environment."); Sherman Kent, Strategic Intelligence for American World Policy 76 (1996) ("Intelligence organizations are in competition with each other. They must study the market and develop its unexploited interstices.").

\textsuperscript{178} See Philip Shenon, Rumsfeld Wary About Shuffling Spy Duties, N.Y. Times, Aug. 18, 2004, at A10 (noting that Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld conceded that the creation of a National Intelligence Director position "could conceivably lead to some efficiencies in some aspects of intelligence collection") (internal quotation marks omitted). This argument does not assume that agencies intentionally will not share information without unified authority. Rather, the argument assumes that agencies acting in good faith still may fail to share necessary information, perhaps because they do not realize the value of particular information. See 9/11 Commission Report, supra note 3, at 267 (describing gap in the sharing of information even "when there is mutual goodwill").


\textsuperscript{180} 9/11 Commission Report, supra note 3, at 408.

\textsuperscript{181} Ronald D. Lee & Paul M. Schwartz, Beyond the "War" on Terrorism: Towards the New Intelligence Network, 103 Mich. L. Rev. 1446, 1473 (2005).
reports but did not share "the raw intelligence underlying factual assertions and analytic conclusions set forth in their reports with outside agencies." 182

In its call for organizational change, the 9/11 Commission singled out for criticism this norm of protecting information. 183 The WMD Commission agreed, concluding that inadequate sharing of information contributed to the intelligence failure concerning WMDs in Iraq. 184 Moreover, even if unification produces "more imperfect decisions than a more decentralized and competitive process," the difference may be "more than offset by improvements in operational coherence." 185

To reiterate, a unified agency structure does not necessarily mean there is no redundancy, though a unified structure of multiple agencies generally contains less redundancy than a nonunified structure of those same agencies. For example, the WMD Commission recommended that the DNI be given funds to sponsor research into new technology that "might be neglected by individual collection agencies." 186 Without a central coordinator, however, redundant structures may interfere with each other's efforts. For example, CIA paramilitary and Defense Department Special Forces units engaging in similar covert operations in the same small village in Afghanistan could produce a worse outcome than either operating alone. 187

In addition to the costs and benefits of redundancy, where the agency is in the Executive Branch may provide an additional dimension for analysis. An independent agency that does not fall under the direct control of the President may be more or less effective at protecting national security than an executive agency. Thus, agency independence may substitute for the benefits or costs of agency redundancy. In the intelligence community, the CIA is arguably the most independent member, as a free-standing agency within the Executive Office of the President, though it is not as independent as an independent regulatory commission can be; 188 the other agencies

182. Id. Agencies did not release the "raw intelligence" due to "concerns that releasing this information would compromise intelligence sources and methods; the difficulties of constructing secure means of access and distribution for data that are held in many different forms in many different locations; and perhaps an almost proprietary feeling that other agencies would not have the appropriate expertise to interpret the raw intelligence and should rely upon the originating agency's reports and interpretations." Id. at 1446. Bureaucratic rivalry also played a part, with "each [agency] concerned that another agency's access to its investigative materials or raw intelligence might enable the second agency to use that information and thereby either get the credit for producing a vital intelligence insight or inadvertently interfere with an ongoing intelligence operation being conducted by the agency that originated the information." Id. at 1474. See also TREVERTON, supra note 174, at 215.

183. 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 417.

184. WMD REPORT, supra note 10, at 14.


186. Id. at 326.

187. There is some concern this is happening, though officials deny it. See BEST, supra note 21, at 16; cf. Karen DeYoung, A Fight Against Terrorism—and Disorganization, WASH. POST, Aug. 9, 2006, at A1.

188. See RICHELSON, supra note 17, at 17.
such as the NSA and DIA are traditional executive agencies that sit within a cabinet department. The DNI also is not independent of the President.\textsuperscript{189} Thus, when considering the net benefits of a decentralized intelligence community and the net benefits of a unified community under the DNI, agency type does not seem to play a role. But agency type could play an important role in other possible reorganizations of the intelligence community—for example, if the DNI were modeled after the Federal Reserve Chairman.\textsuperscript{190}

This Section has shown that simple rules of thumb—always delegate the same task to multiple agencies, never delegate the same task to multiple agencies, always place related agencies under the same boss, never unify competing agencies—ignore important lessons from theoretical and empirical research on bureaucratic organization. To maximize national security effectiveness, the 9/11 Commission’s proposal to unify intelligence agencies should only have been adopted if the net benefits of having unified bureaucracies with decreased redundancy were greater than the net benefits of decentralized, redundant delegation. Whether that condition holds in reality here or in any other policy area requires further empirical investigation.\textsuperscript{191}

That empirical investigation should answer at least the following questions:

(1) Do multiple, decentralized intelligence agencies free-ride off each other’s efforts? Or do they provide additional reliability?
(2) What are the costs of having multiple, decentralized intelligence agencies? What, if any, negative externalities are produced by decentralized, redundant organizations? What are the costs of having centralized, less redundant intelligence agencies? What, if any, negative externalities are produced in a unified system?
(3) What are the benefits of having multiple, decentralized intelligence agencies? Do such agencies produce positive externalities? What are the benefits of having centralized, less redundant intelligence agencies? Does unification produce positive externalities?

As noted previously, the 9/11 Commission’s proposals seem to emphasize the costs of decentralization and the benefits of unification, but those two factors will not necessarily maximize national security effectiveness.

\textsuperscript{189} Cf. Review of the 9/11 Commission’s Intelligence Recommendations: Hearings Before the Senate Committee on Appropriations, 108th Cong. 48 (2004) (statement of Dr. John J. Hamre, President and CEO of the Center of Strategic and International Studies) (noting that there are risks, in terms of national security effectiveness, with having the DNI report directly to the White House).

\textsuperscript{190} See Paul R. Pillar, Intelligence, Policy, and the War in Iraq, FOREIGN AFF., Mar./Apr. 2006 at 15, 27.

\textsuperscript{191} Cf. Thomas, supra note 135, at 458 (noting paucity of work evaluating bureaucratic reorganization).
Policymakers must also consider the benefits of decentralized agencies and the costs of unification. By weighing the net benefits of decentralization, unification, and various combinations of the two poles, policymakers can make decisions that truly maximize national security effectiveness.\textsuperscript{192}

The ideal structure of the intelligence community, considering only national security, likely is neither completely decentralized, with some redundancy, nor entirely centralized, with no redundancy.\textsuperscript{193} Rather, the most effective structure probably would have redundant components as well as components that coordinate and centralize certain efforts.\textsuperscript{194} For example, certain intelligence functions, such as establishing targets for information gathering or processing and analyzing information, could be redundant but coordinated in some way, while other functions such as information collection, were centralized with little redundancy.\textsuperscript{195} Analysis of collected information seems the most competitive of the community's tasks and prone to group-think.\textsuperscript{196} Risk of interference is low. The cost of additional

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{192} Measuring these benefits and costs may be difficult, and some may be impossible to assess. See, e.g., SIDNEY A. SHAPIRO & ROBERT GLICKSMAN, RISK REGULATION AT RISK: RESTORING A PRAGMATIC APPROACH (2003); Frank Ackerman et al., Applying Cost-Benefit to Past Decisions: Was Environmental Protection Ever a Good Idea?, 57 ADMIN. L. REV. 155 (2005). The 9/11 Commission may well be right that its proposed changes will yield net benefits for national security, but other reforms may yield greater net gains. Cf. Betts, Analysis, War, and Decision, supra note 15, at 86 ("Few of the changes in structure and process [of the intelligence community] have generated more costs than benefits. . . . But it is difficult to prove that they have significantly reduced the incidence of intelligence failure."). For an example of a similar framework (costs and benefits to specialization and coordination in tax and spending programs), see Weisbach & Nussim, supra note 14.

\textsuperscript{193} See TREVERTON, supra note 174, at 15, 242-43 (calling for decentralization in the intelligence community but some coordination of agencies); Lee & Schwartz, supra note 181, at 1477 ("The hope is that, in the best of all possible intelligence worlds, this model [for building intelligence networks for data] will permit both decentralized and centralized analysis."); cf. Jody Freeman & Daniel A. Farber, Modular Environmental Regulation, 54 DUKE L.J. 795, 891-94 (2005) (advancing normative framework for coordinating a variety of regulatory decisions and tools in environmental law and natural resource management).

\textsuperscript{194} The military is an example of such a structure. It has four individual services, with some overlapping and some nonredundant capabilities, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who perform certain coordinating functions for the Secretary of Defense and the President. Whether this structure is the most effective for the military is an open question. Its formation in 1947 and its subsequent major reform in 1986, which, inter alia, strengthened the JCS Chairman, was contested. See, e.g., AMY B, ZEGART, FLAWED BY DESIGN: THE EVOLUTION OF THE CIA, JCS, AND NSC 11, 140 (1999); Elias Huzar, Notes on the Unification Controversy, 4 PUB. ADMIN. REV. 297, 300-01 (1946). The 9/11 Commission did point to the military's unified joint commands when calling for the establishment of the NCTC. \textit{9/11 COMMISSION REPORT}, supra note 3, at 403.

\textsuperscript{195} This proposal has analogies in other areas. The semiconductor industry established a unified generic research and development program due to its high costs but then competitive firms try to apply that information for commercial profit. Semiconductor Research Corporation, \textit{SRC: The Early Years}, available at http://www.src.org/member/about/history.asp; cf. Thomas A. Piraino, Jr., Reconciling Competition and Cooperation: A New Antitrust Standard for Joint Ventures, 35 WM. & MARY L. REV. 871, 912-13 (1994).

\textsuperscript{196} Cf. MICHAEL HERMAN, INTELLIGENCE POWER IN PEACE AND WAR 227-28 (1996) (noting worry about group think); RICHELSON, supra note 17, at 315, 455 (listing agencies that analyze information and remarking on danger of centralization in this area).
\end{footnotesize}
analysts presumably is lower than the cost of duplicate satellite technology, though redundancy in analysis does produce higher decision-making costs for the policy maker who must wade through more material. By contrast, redundancy in information collection has, in certain areas, more risk of interference and high costs. There may even be increasing returns to scale for some collection. Cooperation in the gathering and sharing of information also is critical for national security. Such a mixed organizational structure could also emphasize selection of targets for information collection and analysis over the actual collection of particular types of intelligence.

One assumption and one caveat deserve mention. This Article assumes, based on considerable research in the social sciences, that organizational structure can have significant effects and is indeed likely to have considerable effects (relative to other factors) on how agencies perform tasks delegated to them and hence on national security. In other words, organizational change is often necessary, although rarely sufficient, for operational change, and therefore for changes in national security. “[O]rganizational routines and cultures” also matter, as do policymakers’ use of intelligence products.

---


198. See TREVERTON, supra note 174, at 227 (calling for the emphasis in intelligence to shift from collection to processing and analysis); cf. HERMAN, supra note 196, at 39 (most intelligence work involves information collection). By some accounts, intelligence agencies analyze only five percent of the data collected. Tim Weiner, Langley, We Have a Problem, N.Y. TIMES, May 14, 2006, at 1, 3 (Week in Review).

199. HEIMANN, supra note 122, at 176; cf. HULT, supra note 14, at 184-85 (examining the factors for operational success of agency mergers, including “background factors,” “characteristics of merger decision,” “implementation characteristics” and “agency permeability”).

200. 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 399; Hammond, supra note 16, at 49; Hammond et al., supra note 145, at 11-12; cf. Betts, New Politics, supra note 15, at 6 (“In the 1960s, for example, the Secretary of Defense tried to rationalize and consolidate military intelligence by transferring duplicative activities of the Army, Navy, and Air Force intelligence agencies to the newly created Defense Intelligence Agency. But the result was more redundancy rather than less, since the services soon regenerated most of what they had lost.”); but see Posner, supra note 1, at 157 (“The startling implication . . . is that the performance of a nation’s intelligence system is probably, within a broad range, insensitive to how it is organized.”); Christopher Brady, Intelligence Failures: Plus Ça Change . . . , 8 INTELLIGENCE & NAT’L SECURITY 86, 87 (Oct. 1993) (“Nevertheless, as important as structural or organizational factors might be, they can only be seen as second-order explanations when compared with the psychological and cultural barriers which are at the very core of the decision-making process.”); John Deutch, Exiting Iraq, HARVARD MAG., Sept./Oct. 2005, at 32, 33 (“No one should imagine that the deficiencies in intelligence responsible for these two failures [9/11 and estimate of WMDs in Iraq] could be remedied entirely, or even primarily, by reorganization.”).

201. Zegart, supra note 14, at 110; see also JAMES Q. WILSON, BUREAUCRACY: WHAT GOVERNMENT AGENCIES DO AND WHY THEY DO IT 267-68 (1989) (arguing that reorganizations that shift boxes on an organization chart but do not redefine agencies’ functions may result in little change); Bibas, supra note 116, at 39-40 (summarizing management and organizational literature on the importance of office cultures and personnel).

202. Betts, Analysis, War, and Decision, supra note 15, at 71-72 (“Disasters always stimulate organizational change designed to avert the same failures in the future . . . . In many instances, however, the changes persist formally but erode substantially . . . . Organizational innovations will not
The caveat is that the investigation this Article outlines does not explicitly analyze the costs of reorganizing institutions, but the framework could easily incorporate such costs. Commissions and policymakers are not creating an intelligence community from scratch; they are trying to reorganize a bureaucracy that already exists. Shifting structures creates transition costs, both anticipated and unforeseen, that may affect reform choices. For example, if unification has only slightly higher net benefits than the system in place prior to September 11, 2001, then the costs of reforming the system under the Intelligence Reform Act likely outweigh the benefits.

2. Organization of Congressional Oversight

This Section considers the advantages and disadvantages of redundancy as well as unification of congressional oversight of the intelligence community. Some congressional oversight is warranted to maximize national security effectiveness, both to encourage intelligence agencies to work diligently, rather than to free-ride off efforts of others, and to improve the quality of agency work. But more oversight is not necessarily better than less, if the one concern is the quality of intelligence outcomes and the enhancement of national security. Furthermore, unified oversight may not be better than fragmented or overlapping oversight. To the extent that the structure of oversight is tied to the amount or quality of oversight, reform efforts should target oversight structure. This Section examines how redundancy (or unification) in oversight can help or hinder agencies tasked with obtaining critical information, and how it can motivate them to work most energetically and effectively.

Consider first how redundancy in oversight could produce benefits for enhancing national security. To begin, much like bureaucratic redundancy, oversight redundancy may yield a higher chance of success in achieving a particular goal because different committees may have different expertise or “approach questions from entirely different viewpoints.”

203. See William J. Lynn & Barry R. Posen, The Cas for JCS Reform, 10 INT’L SEC. 69, 96 (1985) (“[T]o reduce the opportunities for unintended consequences, organizational reforms should follow the least disruptive route.”).

204. See Garicano & Posner, supra note 1, at 167. This outcome depends on how costs and benefits are discounted.

205. For congressional organization, unification almost always implies lack of redundancy. One could build in redundancy into a particular committee by giving the ranking minority member the same powers as the chairman.

House Homeland Security Committee does not. On the other hand, the model in the Appendix shows that where redundancy in delegation exists, “beneficial oversight,” that is, oversight that increases the chance of a non-free-riding agency succeeding at its task, may make it more likely that redundant agencies will free-ride. This occurs because agencies recognize that their redundant action is less likely to make a difference. This result derives from the assumption that redundant agencies are strategic actors and make decisions about what to do by considering what other agencies are likely to do. Where more oversight leads to more agencies free-riding, the net effect of more oversight may be that the intelligence community is less effective at promoting national security.

Redundancy also may reduce the chances of congressional overseers being “captured” by the agencies they oversee—that is, developing cozy relationships of mutual interest or comfort. Without redundancy in oversight, one committee with exclusive jurisdiction may develop an overly “close and supportive relationship with the executive entities it oversees, rather than a neutral and critical one.” In other words, redundant congressional committees may improve national security by making oversight less conducive to capture by interests that care about objectives other than national security. This may be especially important during periods of united government, when the same party controls the White House and both chambers of Congress. In addition, if more members of Congress sit on committees with authority to oversee the intelligence community, it is more likely that the overseers, on average, better represent the interests of all members of Congress. Having multiple oversight committees will not provide these benefits, however, if each committee oversees a clearly distinct portion of the intelligence community (for example, particular

207. KAISER, supra note 15, at 11. The committees do not need to be simultaneously active. The redundancy could be dormant: one committee could do nothing unless the other committee ignores its oversight duties.

208. Also, the complexity of the intelligence community’s work makes oversight costly. DENIS MCDONOUGH ET AL., CENTER FOR AMERICAN PROGRESS, NO MERE OVERSIGHT: CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT OF INTELLIGENCE IS BROKEN 27 (June 2006) (“[I]t is extremely difficult for already busy committee members to master the intricacies of [the intelligence community’s] programs . . . .”)

209. KAISER, supra note 15, at 10; see also LOCH K. JOHNSON, AMERICA’S SECRET POWER: THE CIA IN A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 222 (1989); Ransom, supra note 24, at 159-60; Treverton, supra note 33, at 102.


212. KING, supra note 210, at 139. If overseers are “outlier” members, oversight may not be “efficient” or, more likely, may not be perceived as democratically legitimate. See J.R. DeShazo & Jody Freeman, The Congressional Competition to Control Delegated Power, 81 TEX. L. REV. 1443, 1445 (2003).
agencies or intelligence tasks). Such specialization could deepen committee members' knowledge of their particular area and their connections with relevant interest groups.\(^{213}\) Such specialization could also increase the likelihood of capture.\(^{214}\)

Redundancy in the committee system may, moreover, increase the number of members of Congress with knowledge about the intelligence community.\(^{215}\) To the extent that particular committee members drive oversight, organizational redundancy may mitigate the effects of those members' retirement, electoral defeat, or diminishing energy.\(^{216}\) Finally, redundancy may "foste[r] communication and consensus within the legislature prior to the time an initiative reaches the floor, making it easier to pass worthwhile legislation."\(^{217}\) If more committees consider and approve an initiative, those committee members who favored the initiative are likely to support the bill when it comes up for a vote on the floor.

Redundancy in oversight also has potential costs. Multiple committees with the same jurisdiction typically consume more resources than one larger committee with exclusive jurisdiction.\(^{218}\) These committees may fail to provide oversight, instead focusing on other topics in their exclusive jurisdiction, free-riding off the efforts of others, and facing little accountability for shirking.\(^{219}\) Members of Congress "have multiple committee assignments and, under the best of circumstances, have difficulty giving adequate time and attention to any one of them."\(^{220}\) Often only a few committee members attend hearings in their entirety.\(^{221}\) Alternatively, multiple committees may engage in too much oversight. For example, if officials are constantly testifying to congressional committees, producing written reports for them, or responding to their requests for information, those officials may have insufficient time to actually run their agencies.\(^{222}\)
In addition, redundancy may foster specialization and intimate relationships that undermine national security effectiveness if "sweetheart alliances" arise between committees, the agencies administering their programs, and various interest groups. With multiple committees, the public may devote less attention to any particular one, allowing interest groups to co-opt particular committee agendas. If that occurs, intelligence agencies may politicize their analyses, telling certain overseers what they want to hear.

Even without the influence of interest groups, committees may protect the agencies they oversee once they have formed close relationships with those agencies. In the absence of "concrete allegations of fraud or mismanagement," committees may be less likely to thoroughly evaluate and reassess agency programs. With relatively few interest groups following the intelligence community and with the issues often technical or veiled by secrecy, intelligence-related committees will rarely face headline-grabbing calls by interest groups for congressional action.

Similar to bureaucratic redundancy, oversight redundancy also may prevent cooperation and sharing of expertise that is needed for national security. This occurs because the committee structure impedes coordinated policies. Further, if Congress needs to develop specialization, it can do so within a committee, through subcommittees, rather than establishing multiple committees. Finally, in a policy area dependent on secrecy, redundancy increases the risk of inadvertent or intentional disclosure of classified information.

A single joint House-Senate committee with exclusive jurisdiction over the intelligence community, in particular, has certain benefits and

oversight and management can blur, especially perhaps if the subject to be managed is exciting."

Eric Lichtblau, Complaints Signal Tension Between F.B.I. and Congress, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 15, 2005, at A13 ("Some officials say they have felt besieged by demands from Congress for information that is voluminous and at times highly sensitive.").

223. Davidson & Oleszek, supra note 27, at 342.
224. Treverton, supra note 174, at 198.
225. Davidson & Oleszek, supra note 27, at 342.
228. Oleszek, supra note 206, at 196 (internal quotation marks omitted); see also King, supra note 210, at 139.
229. Cf. Huzar, supra note 194, at 312. House committees generally cannot create more than five subcommittees (six if one is an oversight subcommittee). House Rule X, cl. 5(d).
230. Kaiser, supra note 15, at 10. In light of this concern, covert operations currently are disclosed to only two committees. Id. at 11. But see Ott, supra note 92, at 78 (arguing that the sources of most "leaks" in the 1980s were "predominantly, if not overwhelmingly, in the Executive Branch—including the Intelligence Community itself, not the oversight committees").
costs. The Congressional Research Service has identified four main justifications for such a committee. First, the Executive Branch "would be more open and forthright with a single, small oversight body than with two with a larger combined membership."\(^2\) Second, "the legislators and staff on [a joint intelligence committee], recognizing that there is no other authorizing panel to conduct oversight, would attach a greater importance to this responsibility."\(^3\) Third, "a committee composed of legislators from both chambers could better integrate and take advantage of congressional expertise and experience in the field." Finally, a joint committee "could be established with fewer restraints and restrictions than the separate select committees now have."\(^4\) On the other hand, a joint committee may not have as much credibility in each chamber as the chamber's own committees, and may be especially prone to "cheerleading at best, sycophancy at worst."\(^5\)

The 9/11 Commission concluded that the system of redundant oversight failed because it neglected to perform sufficient oversight.\(^6\) In supporting its conclusion, the Commission found that congressional committees had conducted approximately three dozen hearings concerning terrorism from January 1998 to September 2001, a low number in the Commission's view.\(^7\) By proposing the unification of congressional oversight, the 9/11 Commission appears to have believed that more hearings (and thus better oversight, in its view) would have taken place during that same period if there were only one committee in each chamber, or one joint committee across both chambers.\(^8\) To justify this counterfactual assumption, the Commission argued that a select group of members of Congress would master the subject and those members would oversee the intelligence establishment, and thus would be accountable for their work.\(^9\) The Commission's logic implies that it felt the committees did not produce sufficient oversight because their members lacked expertise and were not held accountable for their lack of oversight.

232. Id.
233. Id.
234. Smist, supra note 220, at 277; Treverton, supra note 33, at 107.
235. 9/11 Commission Report, supra note 3, at 104-07. Ott agrees that since 1990, congressional oversight of the intelligence community has not been effective, but he contends that oversight was effective during the 1980s. Ott, supra note 92, at 80-81.
236. 9/11 Commission Report, supra note 3, at 106-07; see also Johnson, supra note 24, at 96, 114 (noting that Intelligence Committees held, on average, only 1.6 public hearings per year from 1975 to 1990 but that congressional oversight had increased during that time period).
237. Posner is not convinced that the 9/11 Commission's recommendation to reduce redundancy in congressional oversight came from a desire to "improve oversight." Rather, Posner suggests that a reduction in committees would "make it easier for the intelligence 'czar' recommended by the commission to control the intelligence system . . . ." Posner, supra note 1, at 36.
238. 9/11 Commission Report, supra note 3, at 420.
After September 11, 2001, even with no substantial changes in structure, some contend that congressional committees may have shifted from providing too little oversight to providing too much. Under this view, agency officials may be called to testify so frequently in front of congressional committees that the work of the agency suffers. Others, including the Center for American Progress, argue that congressional committees still do not perform sufficient oversight. The Agendas Project Hearings Dataset provides information on the number of national security related hearings before and after September 11, 2001. Figure 2 breaks down the two major relevant categories of hearings for the House and Senate. Hearings concerning terrorism and hijacking jumped between 1999-2000 and 2001-2002; hearings concerning intelligence dropped. Overall, these data show that national security hearings increased, but do not tell us the optimal amount of oversight for national security.

**Figure 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Military Intelligence, CIA, Espionage</th>
<th>Terrorism, Hijacking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>House of Representatives</td>
<td>Senate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999-2000</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-2002</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hearings are, of course, just one method of oversight. Committee members can also make inquiries and requests for information via telephone calls, email messages, letters, and informal meetings. They can require more formal written reports at periodic intervals. They can undertake major investigations themselves, or ask the Government Accountability Office (GAO) to investigate. Finally, committees can limit agencies' activities by restricting appropriations, often an extreme form of oversight.

---

239. Kaiser, supra note 15, at 10; Posner, supra note 1, at 11. Fragmentation of oversight of the DHS “preserves the rivalries and cultural barriers that the creation of the Department was intended to eliminate; and it prevents DHS from acting as a single, well-coordinated team.” CSIS-BENS Task Force, supra note 95, at 2. Apparently, all Senators and over 400 Representatives exercise “some degree of oversight over DHS.” Id.

240. McDonough et al., supra note 208, at 7, 30.

241. This dataset is maintained by the Policy Agendas Project run by Washington University and Pennsylvania State University, available at www.policyagendas.org.

242. Figure 2 reports the total number of hearings for issue codes 1603 (Military Intelligence, CIA, Espionage) and 1927 (Terrorism, Hijacking) by each chamber of Congress for 1999-2000 and 2001-2002.

243. Mark M. Lowenthal, Intelligence: From Secrets to Policy 142 (2000) ("There is no objective way to determine the 'proper' level of oversight.").

244. See Davidson & Oleszek, supra note 27, at 339; Lowenthal, supra note 243, at 136-41.
Congressional oversight can occur ex ante (for example, through appropriations or structural or procedural controls governing agency action) or ex post (for example, through hearings or investigations). Redundant committees may affect the use of each oversight tool differently: for example, such a structure may produce free-riding on hearings because members do not want to invest time in listening to testimony but force agencies to complete more required reports for Congress because such reports may be more attractive for members.  

Oversight is also not limited to members of Congress. For example, within the Executive Branch, the OMB, Inspectors General, and the President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board can oversee intelligence agencies. Within the Legislative Branch, as mentioned previously, the GAO engages in oversight activities. The administration can establish special independent commissions “when the task is too much or too prolonged for more familiar committee hearings and when it requires unusual assurance of nonpartisanship.” Such commissions can exist for short periods, like the 9/11 Commission and WMD Commission, or for longer periods, with regular congressional review. Finally, interest groups and others can oversee intelligence agencies by attempting to sue them in the courts.

245. Cf. King, supra note 210, at 142 (noting overlapping committee report requirements).
246. Lowenthal, supra note 243, at 134; Heymann & Kayyem, supra note 100, at 125–28. The Inspectors General have varying authority in the intelligence community. The CIA and all the cabinet departments have an IG appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate with considerable authority; the NRO, DIA, NSA, NGIA, and DNI have administrative Inspectors General, selected by the agency head, who have less power. Report of Senate Select Committee on Intelligence to Accompany 3237, at §§ 408, 433.
247. The GAO has complained that the intelligence community rarely cooperates with its investigations. See Government Accountability Office, DoD Personnel Clearances: Questions and Answers for the Record Following the Second in a Series of Hearings on Fixing the Security Clearance Process, GAO-06-693R, at 1 n.1 (June 14, 2006) (“While we have the authority to [oversee the intelligence community], we lack the cooperation we need to get our job done in that area. As a result, unless and until we receive such cooperation, and given GAO’s limited recourse, we will continue our long-standing policy of not doing work that relates directly to intelligence matters unless requested to do so by one of the select intelligence committees.”); Kaiser, supra note 15, at 14 n.20 (The GAO “is limited in its independent authority to audit and investigate the CIA, which apparently is off-limits to the [GAO] because of provisions in public law and congressional rules.”); see also Frederick M. Kaiser, GAO Versus the CIA: Uphill Battles Against an Overpowering Force, 15 Int’l J. Intelligence & Counterintelligence 330, 331, 337, 341, 350 (2002) (the CIA generally wins disputes with the GAO). Congress could write legislation requiring the CIA and other intelligence agencies to respond to GAO’s requests for information but has not done so. Id. at 332, 342, 362, 373.
248. See id. at 120–21.
249. See id. at 119.
250. Such plaintiffs, if contesting effectiveness of agency actions, would, however, be hard pressed to show standing. See, e.g., Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555 (1992) (rejecting standing where the alleged injury was not sufficiently concrete or particularized). Moreover, the Administrative Procedure Act generally excludes review of military actions and exempts foreign affairs related rulemaking from notice and comment requirements. 5 U.S.C. §§ 551 (1)(G), 553 (a)(1) (2006).
Congressional oversight, though, is still immensely important. Like the previous Section, this analytical framework presumes that structure influences, to some degree, oversight operations and therefore national security. Composition of committees or of committee staff may, however, be more important than the number of committees for national security effectiveness. Studies on group polarization suggest that congressional oversight would be more effective if committees were evenly balanced in terms of party membership and if the committee staff were nonpartisan. Staggering the terms of committee members may best balance the need for expertise and the need to incorporate different perspectives. The level of secrecy imposed on committees also may be more critical than the number of committees. According to the 9/11 Commission, "[s]ecrecy stifles oversight, accountability, and information sharing." If committee work concerning intelligence were more transparent to the public, members might be more accountable. This analysis also presumes that congressional committees, if they so choose, can obtain sufficient information from particular intelligence agencies to engage in at least some oversight. After September 11, 2001, however, committees complained that they were not receiving all of the information they believed they needed from particular agencies.

The 9/11 Commission’s proposal to restructure congressional oversight, like its proposal on intelligence agencies, should be analyzed by comparing the net benefits to unified oversight with the net benefits of decentralized, overlapping oversight. This Section has suggested various

Finally, the government can try to dismiss cases on the state secrets privilege. See, e.g., United States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1 (1953).

251. See Johnson, supra note 209, at 211 ("The motivations of members are more central to oversight efforts than are structural factors.").

252. Sunstein, supra note 111, at 103-04 ("If Republicans are speaking mostly with Republicans, and if Democrats are speaking mostly with Democrats, one should expect a hardening of views toward the more extreme points."). Committees typically have partisan staffs, i.e., each party or committee member chooses its own staff, but may have nonpartisan staffs. See House Rule X, cl. 9; Senate Rule XXVII; Kaiser, supra note 15, at 7-8. Senate Resolution 445 formally distributed the Senate Intelligence Committee’s staff at a 3:2 ratio between the two parties, not including staff members appointed by individual Senators. Runquist & Davis, supra note 92, at 2.


255. See McDonough et al., supra note 208, at 27 ("Congressional overseers—members and staff alike—do not know what they do not know."); Eric Lichtblau & Scott Shane, Congressman Says Program Was Disclosed by Informant, N.Y. Times, July 10, 2006, at A11 (reporting letter by Chairman of the House Intelligence Committee to the White House complaining of the White House’s failure to inform the Committee about particular intelligence activities); cf. Ransom, supra note 24, at 165 ("Congress has uneven access to the product of the intelligence system.").

256. Phillip B. Heymann, Terrorism, Freedom, and Security: Winning Without War 152-56 (2003); Douglas Jehl, White House Has Tightly Restricted Oversight of C.I.A. Detentions, Officials Say, N.Y. Times, April 6, 2005, at A21 (noting that only the chairmen and ranking minority members of the House and Senate Intelligence Committees have been briefed on CIA detentions of alleged al Qaeda members).
costs and benefits of particular committee structures, but further research must be done. The most effective committee structure likely is neither entirely unified nor entirely decentralized, but rather has a mixture of exclusive and shared committee jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{257}

3. Interaction Between Organization of Intelligence Community and Congressional Oversight

Although delegation to the intelligence community generally precedes congressional oversight, Congress’s decisions on what and how to delegate, and how to oversee agencies, do and should influence each other. This interaction of institutional design is critical to consider but is almost always neglected. One study by scholars interested in both preserving national security and protecting civil liberties concluded that the decentralization of counterterrorism functions prior to the Intelligence Reform Act had prevented the emergence of a “single oversight structure, not simply in Congress, but also within the executive branch.”\textsuperscript{258} By contrast, if agencies are consolidated (or managed centrally) within the Executive Branch, they may require fewer congressional committees to oversee them.\textsuperscript{259} Members of Congress could focus on the consolidated or coordinating entity. On the other hand, if unified agencies are more likely to fail at their mission than redundant agencies, a redundant oversight structure where committees do not free-ride off efforts of other committees may get better work out of a unified intelligence community than a single committee could.

Because the structure of the intelligence community at least somewhat affects the effectiveness of congressional oversight, and vice versa, a national security planner should consider the structure of the intelligence community and its congressional overseers simultaneously. One way to think about the problem is as follows: assume the planner can choose decentralized or centralized intelligence agencies and decentralized or centralized oversight, as Figure 1 illustrates. The planner should determine the net benefits of each combination (and options in between the two poles) and choose the combination with the highest net benefits. That combination should provide net benefits at least as great as the net benefits obtained if the structural choice of one component (agencies or committees) were

\textsuperscript{257} This framework does not explicitly address transition costs in restructuring congressional oversight. See supra notes 203-204 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{258} Heymann & Kayyem, supra note 100, at 128.

\textsuperscript{259} Bendor, supra note 122, at 256; cf. Kenneth A. Shepsle & Mark S. Bonchek, Analyzing Politics: Rationality, Behavior, and Institutions 359 (1997) (“Although there are bound to be occasions in which a bureau chief pulls the wool over a legislator’s eyes, and there are surely times in which a department’s budget people use ‘blue smoke and mirrors’ to misdirect congressional inspectors, it is unlikely...for these abuses to persist for very long—certainly not without the implicit approval of congressional players in the bureau’s jurisdiction.”). With the creation of the DNI, an enactment he opposed, Posner argues that unified congressional oversight probably would “strengthen the DNI’s hand.” Posner, supra note 1, at 63.
set, and the planner could choose the structure of only the other component.

B. Political Feasibility and Legal Constraints

A second consideration in choosing among possible structures for the intelligence community and congressional oversight is their political and legal feasibility. Although intelligence has certain unique features as a policy area, it shares many attributes with other policy areas. Certain reforms might have a powerful impact on enhancing national security or advancing core liberal democratic values, but are incapable of drawing sufficient political support or precluded by law. Reform of the intelligence community and its congressional overseers "must come to terms with the political ambitions and motives of the actors involved, and with the institutional contexts in which these ambitions and motives get played out." What option or combination of options from Figure 1 is politically and legally viable in this country? Redundant structures are the most viable, at least for congressional oversight. Some unification has been possible for agencies, but redundancy remains and likely will continue to do so.

In many circumstances intelligence agencies and congressional committees would prefer to have exclusive authority over particular tasks. Having a monopoly in government confers certain benefits, just as it does in business. Agencies and committees typically do not want to give up power. This instinct to defend "turf" motivates much opposition to reforms. Nevertheless, political "entrepreneurs" may be able to use

260. See Stafford T. Thomas, Intelligence and the American Political System, in Controlling Intelligence 23, 44 (Glenn P. Hasted ed., 1990). Like many other policy areas, intelligence can be considered a public good, which economists define as a good that is both non-rivalrous as well as non-exclusive, i.e., "a commodity or service whose benefits are not depleted by an additional user and for which it is generally difficult or impossible to exclude people from its benefits, even if the people are unwilling to pay for them." Baumol & Blinder, supra note 119, at G-8; see also Herman, supra note 196, at 313; Henry S. Rowen, Reforming Intelligence: A Market Approach, in U.S. Intelligence at the Crossroads: Agendas for Reform 232, 234 (Roy Godson et al. eds., 1995).

261. See Bruce D. Berkowitz & Allan E. Goodman, Strategic Intelligence for American National Security xii (1989) ("Like it or not, the effectiveness of U.S. intelligence depends on how it is treated by the American political process.").

262. Shepsle & Bonchek, supra note 259, at 296; see also David E. Lewis, Presidents and the Politics of Agency Design 6-7 (2003).

263. See James Q. Wilson, The Investigators: Managing FBI and Narcotics Agents 170 (1978) ("[FBI Director J. Edgar] Hoover knew instinctively what every natural executive knows: having a monopoly position on even a small piece of turf is better than having a competitive position on a large one.").


265. To be certain, political actors do not always seek more turf; additional authority may bring liabilities such as the potential for blame if that authority is not used well. See Daryl J. Levinson, Empire-Building Government in Constitutional Law, 118 Harv. L. Rev. 916, 935 (2005).
particular events, such as September 11, 2001, to garner support for shifting jurisdictional boundaries, despite agencies' and committees' vested interests. Further, the President and members of Congress may be willing to take away power from agencies because "cutting duplication" plays well to constituents. On the other hand, they may prefer agency duplication to consolidation if redundancy provides them with particular benefits. Even if structural changes to agencies and congressional committees have sufficient political support, they face certain legal constraints. These legal constraints are often minimal in practice. But, in certain circumstances, they may not only be more restrictive than the limits of political feasibility, but may also infringe upon organizational effectiveness in promoting national security and liberal democratic values.

Intelligence may be more isolated than other policy areas from some of these political and legal forces, but it is not completely divorced from them. The 9/11 Commission recognized that there are political constraints on reorganizing the intelligence community and its congressional overseers. The Commission did not, however, explicitly address in meaningful detail how those constraints operated; rather, it seems to have assumed that such constraints would not be binding because of the perceived importance of national security. But the struggles over the Intelligence Reform Act show that even reforms proposed by a bipartisan, broadly legitimate body in the wake of a major national trauma can be difficult to enact. The most effective organization plan, in terms of national security, is useless unless it is legally and politically feasible.

This Section provides analytical tools for considering the political and legal feasibility of organizational change in the intelligence community and its congressional overseers; these tools can also apply to reorganizations of other areas of the administrative state. As in the previous discussion of national security effectiveness, the political and legal feasibility of a proposed structure of the intelligence community depends, at least to some degree, on the political and legal feasibility of any proposed reforms to the
structure of congressional oversight, and vice-versa. After all, Congress creates the bureaucracy, and largely oversees it.\footnote{271}{SHEPSLE & BONCHEK, supra note 259, at 359.}

1. Organization of the Intelligence Community

To consider the political feasibility of various structures of the intelligence community, I build on the bureaucratic delegation model proposed by Mathew McCubbins, Roger Noll, and Barry Weingast.\footnote{272}{Mathew D. McCubbins et al., Structure and Process, Politics and Policy: Administrative Arrangements and the Political Control of Agencies, 75 VA. L. REV. 431 (1989).} Figure 3 illustrates this model. The model examines a two-dimensional policy space. One axis represents a civil liberties dimension (less to more protection), while the other axis represents breadth of targets for intelligence collection (narrower to broader scope). In this policy space, the President, House, Senate, and an Agency (Agency 1) each have different ideal points. That is, each actor prefers a different combination of the two policy dimensions (for example, high civil liberties protection and wide breadth of intelligence targets). The triangle formed by the ideal points of the President, House, and Senate represents the “pareto set” of policies for those institutions. In other words, all players can realize an outcome closer to their ideal points by moving a policy outcome from outside to inside the triangle. Conversely, at least one player will be made worse off by moving a policy outcome from inside to outside the triangle.

The President and Congress establish a policy which is to be carried out by the Agency, inside the pareto set determined by their ideal points. Assume that after bargaining among themselves, the President and Congress choose policy $x$ for the Agency to enact. But the Agency will implement $x'$, rather than $x$, because $x'$ is the closest policy to the Agency’s ideal point that is still within the triangle (this is called “bureaucratic drift”). The other actors permit this because correcting it would require them to take concerted action, and two of them—the President and the Senate—actually prefer $x'$ to $x$. This is because in this model, ex post punishments must be unanimously imposed. This unanimity requirement derives from constitutional requirements: barring a presidential veto and necessary congressional override, any new legislation must pass both the House of Representatives and the Senate and be signed by the President.\footnote{273}{U.S. CONST. art. I, § 7. This assumption is a simplification of bureaucratic politics. Each actor has some ability to influence the agency on its own; for example, the President can fire many agency leaders without cause.}

If the Agency implements a policy outside the triangle, however, all three players will want to move the policy to some point on or inside the triangle so they will take action together to move the agency back into line.

---

\footnotesize

271. SHEPSLE & BONCHEK, supra note 259, at 359.
273. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 7. This assumption is a simplification of bureaucratic politics. Each actor has some ability to influence the agency on its own; for example, the President can fire many agency leaders without cause.
Within this model, the problem of bureaucratic organization (or reorganization) can be thought of as a two-part question: first, where should policymakers put one or more agencies in this policy space (in other words, how should they design an agency so that it has particular policy preferences, which determine the direction of bureaucratic drift), and second, to which agencies should policymakers delegate a particular task, if any?274 If there were no agency to implement the specific policy $x$, the House, Senate, and President likely would not create a new agency with the same ideal point as Agency 1.275 Instead, they would create an agency with policy preferences that placed it at point $x$ so it would implement exactly the

274. There is a vast literature in political science and economics about decisions to delegate to political agencies. See, e.g., DAVID EPSTEIN & SHARYN O’HALLORAN, DELEGATING POWERS: A TRANSACTION COST POLITICS APPROACH TO POLICY MAKING UNDER SEPARATE POWERS (1999). The literature on agency creation is much smaller. See LEWIS, supra note 262, at 14; Moe, supra note 13, at 268; Terry M. Moe & Scott A. Wilson, Presidents and the Politics of Structure, 57 L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 1 (1994).

275. See RICHARD W. WATERMAN, PRESIDENTIAL INFLUENCE AND THE ADMINISTRATIVE STATE 40 (1989) ("Organizational structure is not neutral. The manner in which an agency or department is organized can have a major impact on policy outcomes."); Jonathan R. Macey, Organizational Design and Political Control of Administrative Agencies, 8 J. L. Econ. & Org. 93, 108 (1992) ("Agency structure and design reduce bureaucratic drift by ensuring that the interests of the agency reflect the interests of the members of the enacting coalition. Structure and design mitigate legislative drift by strengthening the groups that form the initial political coalition and weakening the groups outside the original compromise.").
policy they had chosen with no bureaucratic drift. Why, then, is Agency 1’s ideal point in its current location? The model assumes that a previous political configuration established Agency 1, and that it is not politically feasible to restructure Agency 1 so that its ideal point for this policy moves.

Imagine that a second agency, Agency 2, exists and could implement the policy under consideration. Its policy preferences place it on the policy space as shown in Figure 3. Only the House prefers to delegate to Agency 2, rather than Agency 1, because the ultimate policy enacted by Agency 1 is closer to the ideal points of the President and Senate than is the ultimate policy enacted by Agency 2, which is $x^*$. All three may prefer, however, to delegate to both Agency 1 and Agency 2, if the ultimate outcome would fall between the outcomes of each agency acting alone, because that point would actually fall quite close to $x$.276

But what drives the creation of agency structures? According to most political scientists, politicians' “calculations about the ‘proper’ design of administrative agencies are shaped less by concerns for efficiency and effectiveness than by concerns about reelection, political control, and, ultimately, policy outcomes.”277 Calculations by Presidents and members of Congress differ in fundamental ways. Presidents “seek control of the bureaucracy not only to influence public policy and meet public expectations but also because presidents are held accountable for their performance as managers.”278 All modern Presidents, in an effort to increase control over agencies, “have attempted to reshape the bureaucracy by eliminating overlapping jurisdictions, duplication of administrative functions, and fragmented political control.”279 Presidents also usually fight “attempts to insulate” agencies from their control, preferring to have agencies under their direct control.280 Nevertheless, although Presidents may be motivated to make agencies more effective, they often do not have or care to devote sufficient political resources to make necessary organizational changes.281

For example, President Bush initially opposed efforts to unify the intelligence community under a DNI, who is directly under his control.282 He did this arguably because he wanted to protect the Defense Department's

276. See Macey, supra note 275, at 104.
277. Lewis, supra note 262, at 3.
278. Id. at 4.
280. Lewis, supra note 262, at 15.
281. Zegart, supra note 14, at 97 ("Tax cuts and Social Security lockboxes win votes but no [P]resident ever won a landslide election by changing the CIA’s personnel system.").
authority against incursions by the DNI and other intelligence agencies, at least one of which, the CIA, has more independence than other executive agencies. Perhaps President Bush feared that he would give up control of the intelligence community under the new system, or at least control about which he cared.

By contrast, members of Congress choose “redundant structures . . . more often as agency preferences coincide less with Congress” to prevent one less friendly agency from wielding too much control over policy decisions.\(^\text{283}\) In addition, Congress tends to create new agencies or split existing agencies when agencies demand more “bureaucratically provided services” than Congress.\(^\text{284}\) Conversely, Congress generally wants to give additional tasks to existing agencies or merge agencies if agencies demand fewer such services than Congress.\(^\text{285}\) Congress often uses “duplication, fragmentation, and overlap in the administrative state . . . not . . . to take auxiliary precautions or improve effectiveness via competition . . . [but rather] to remove certain policies from presidential political influence.”\(^\text{286}\)

Major restructuring of the intelligence community is hard to implement politically for a variety of reasons. First, and most critical, structural decisions “have important consequences for the content and direction of policy, and political actors know it.”\(^\text{287}\) Members of the dominant party, if uncertain about their status in future years, likely will work to create structures that are insulated from future change. Members of the minority party will fight such insulation.\(^\text{288}\) Presidency scholars often contend that Presidents are less susceptible to these narrow, political interests and more drawn to “what is best for society.”\(^\text{289}\) This seems questionable, as a general matter and also in the intelligence area. Intelligence agencies primarily serve the President, in that national security is a core area of presidential power. Cozy relationships between the agencies and top Executive Branch political appointees may form easily, and the President will find it particularly difficult politically to disrupt those relationships.\(^\text{290}\) Indeed, the

\(^{283}\) Ting, supra note 121, at 286.


\(^{285}\) Id.

\(^{286}\) Lewis, supra note 262, at 7; see also id. at 11, 164.

\(^{287}\) Id. at 268; see also Heimann, supra note 152, at 433; Avery Leiserson, Political Limitations on Executive Reorganization, 41 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 68 (1947).

\(^{288}\) Moe, supra note 13, at 277.

\(^{289}\) Id. at 279; see also Lewis, supra note 262, at 22, 160.

\(^{290}\) Presidents appear to prefer having access to multiple sources of information. See Richard E. Neustadt, Presidential Power and the Modern Presidents 132 (1990) (noting that Franklin D. Roosevelt relied on competing sources of information to be effective); but cf. Posner, supra note 1, at 116 ("Under the new system, with its concentration of unprecedented power in the [DNI], the other senior intelligence officials will be less influential; the President will have only one mind in the intelligence community to bend to his will.").
intelligence agencies themselves, like all bureaucracies, are powerful opposition players in reorganization attempts. Thus, members of Congress, the President, and bureaucratic employees fight to advance particular political interests.

Second, reorganization presents a collective action problem. Members of Congress and the President answer to voters whose concerns are not limited to maximizing agency effectiveness. For example, the public rewards members of Congress partly for bringing funding to their districts. Members may decline to eliminate redundancy in the administrative state in order to retain “pork” for which they can claim credit, though this motivation seems less compelling for intelligence agencies whose many projects are kept secret. Members may refuse to support streamlining efforts by characterizing them as threatening national security, even if such efforts could in fact improve national security effectiveness. Members may also want to maintain their ability to influence particular policy outcomes, even if those outcomes do not yield financial benefits to their constituents. The President can, in some ways, take advantage of the inability of members to work collectively; he can create certain agencies on his own. In any event, “[i]nertia of mature organizations is powerful . . .” At certain times, such as after September 11, 2001, members of Congress and the President have acknowledged the collective action problem, by appointing commissions with mandates that include examining bureaucratic reorganization.

Third, reorganization that increases redundancy is often not politically feasible. Because voters dislike “waste,” policymakers typically see redundancy in government as undesirable, perhaps because they perceive

291. Bardach, supra note 185, at 352.
292. See Zegart, supra note 194, at 155.
294. See Merrill & Franeer, supra note 14, at 167.
295. Lewis, supra note 262, at 15.
297. Treverton, supra note 174, at 249.
298. See Lewis, supra note 262, at 9. In cases of agency reform that affect large numbers of interest groups, the difficulty in forming coalitions may present an additional collective action problem. Larger coalitions are harder to form and to hold together. Sheingate, supra note 266, at 201. Interest groups, however, seem to be weaker in intelligence and national security matters than in other areas of government policy. See Zegart, supra note 194.
299. Landau, Public Administration, supra note 110, at 11 (“That duplication and overlap are wasteful is a cardinal doctrine in public administration. If TWA and United Airlines duplicate each other, that is sound public policy. But if [public agencies] AC [Transit] and BART do so, something is wrong.”).
300. Bendor, supra note 122, at 236 (arguing that “anything that increases [redundancy’s] visibility decreases its viability”), Statement of Chairman William V. Roth, Jr., Duplication, Overlap,
government services to be products of a natural monopoly, produced most efficiently by one supplier. The political branches sometimes terminate agencies to eliminate costs.\textsuperscript{301} Some commentators contend, however, that the events of September 11, 2001 and the WMD intelligence failure in Iraq have provided public support for “maximi[zing] coverage of problems.”\textsuperscript{302} To the extent that voters perceive that there are multiple potential threats, they may be more likely to support redundancy in the intelligence community if such redundancy maximizes protection against attacks.\textsuperscript{303} In light of this public support, redundancy in the form of overlapping task delegation with different technologies—that is, assigning the same task to several agencies but having them employ different methods—may be more politically palatable than redundancy in the form of complete duplication.\textsuperscript{304}

Fourth, to the extent that political actors will work together to implement structural change, such change will likely be, or be portrayed as, “dramatic,” not “among the shades of gray,” because “[p]olitical points are scored by painting issues in broad swaths of black and white.”\textsuperscript{305} Under this reasoning, larger reorganizations may be more plausible than “fine-tuning” of agencies because such fine-tuning does not generate a sufficiently large political payoff.

The 9/11 Commission implicitly incorporated some of these political constraints when it recommended that the deputies to its proposed National Intelligence Director (NID) be dual-hatted—working for both the NID and one of the intelligence agencies (the CIA, Defense Department, and FBI).\textsuperscript{306} Had this recommendation been implemented, such dual-hatting might have mollified opposition somewhat by those three agencies and their supporters, because those agencies’ interests would have been represented at the very top layer of the new organizational structure. The Commission did not, however, justify this proposal in political terms.

The President and Congress also face particular legal constraints in reorganizing the administrative state. These legal constraints can be broken down into constitutional and statutory requirements. The Constitution constrains administrative reorganization only minimally, almost entirely through the Appointments Clause and separation of powers principles.\textsuperscript{307} The Constitution “neither describ[es] nor empower[s] the administrative

\textsuperscript{301} LEWIS, supra note 262, at 139-40.
\textsuperscript{302} Betts, New Politics, supra note 15, at 6.
\textsuperscript{303} Cf. TREVERTON, supra note 174, at 225 (noting the “multiplicity of targets for intelligence”).
\textsuperscript{304} Cf. BENDOR, supra note 122, at 279.
\textsuperscript{305} Betts, New Politics, supra note 15, at 2.
\textsuperscript{306} 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 412 (“The National Intelligence Director would manage this national effort with the help of three deputies, each of whom would also hold a key position in one of the component agencies.”).
\textsuperscript{307} U.S. CONST. art II, § 2, cl. 2.
state." It largely leaves agency design decisions to the two political branches, through the Necessary and Proper Clause and the Take Care Clause, with limited judicial review. At the structural level, the Constitution appears to promote institutional redundancy. But in the national security area, the Constitution may impose more constraints on how political branches organize and reorganize the nation’s national security apparatus. Under a pro-Executive theory, one could argue that the Take Care Clause and the President’s national security powers severely restrict Congress’s power to reorganize the intelligence community. On the other hand, few commentators believe that Congress’s reorganization of the military after World War II was unconstitutional. It is not clear, however, that intelligence agencies could be structured as independent agencies, such as the Federal Communications Commission.

The statutory requirements include both general limits on bureaucratic reorganization and specific limits related to intelligence. Under the Reorganization Act of 1977, as amended, the President may reorganize the bureaucracy in the following ways, so long as Congress approves his plan:

1. The transfer of the whole or a part of an agency, or of the whole or a part of the functions thereof, to the jurisdiction and control of another agency;
2. The abolition of all or a part of the functions of an agency, except that no enforcement function or statutory program shall be abolished by the plan;
3. The consolidation or coordination of the whole or a part of an agency, or of the whole or a part of the functions thereof, with the whole or a part of another agency or the functions thereof;

308. LEWIS, supra note 262, at 167.
309. U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 18; art. II, § 3. See STEPHEN G. BREYER ET AL., ADMINISTRATIVE LAW AND REGULATORY POLICY 31-139 (6th ed. 2006). Most legal scholars contend that Congress has immense authority to design agencies. See, e.g., WILLIAM F. FOX, JR., UNDERSTANDING ADMINISTRATIVE LAW (1997). By contrast, some political scientists argue that the President wields considerable power. See, e.g., LEWIS, supra note 262; MOE, supra note 13. Intelligence reform may be somewhat unique as a constitutional matter. Because of its connection to national security, the President presumably has more power over the design of the intelligence community than over telecommunications regulators.
310. Landau, Redundancy, supra note 110, at 351 ("Look at it: separation of powers, federalism, checks and balances, concurrent powers, double legislatures, overlapping terms of office, the Bill of Rights, the veto, the override, judicial review, and a host of similar arrangements."); cf. Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579 (1952).
311. See Russell J. Brummer, Intelligence Community Reorganization: Declining the Invitation to Struggle, 101 YALE L.J. 867, 884 (1992) ("The President might assert that any Intelligence Community reorganization could, and should, be effected solely through Executive order or other Presidential directive."); cf. Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579 (1952).
312. Neal Kumar Katyal, Internal Separation of Powers: Checking Today’s Most Dangerous Branch from Within, 115 YALE L.J. 2314, 2322-23 (2006) ("No one seriously suggests that Congress’s division of the military into four separate services . . . is unconstitutional—despite the fact that the 1947 Act was passed because of a fear that a President might consolidate or eliminate one or more of the four.").
(4) the consolidation or coordination of part of an agency or the functions thereof with another part of the same agency or the functions thereof;
(5) the authorization of an officer to delegate any of his functions; or
(6) the abolition of the whole or a part of an agency which agency or part does not have, or on the taking effect of the reorganization plan will not have, any functions.\(^{313}\)

Subject to congressional approval, the President can eliminate or consolidate agencies, though he can neither abolish an executive department or independent regulatory agency nor combine departments or regulatory agencies.\(^{314}\) In addition, the President cannot create departments or free-standing agencies, or give new authority to an existing agency.\(^{315}\) Congress cannot amend the President’s plans, which makes the process preferable (at least for the President) to the normal lawmaking process.\(^{316}\)

The Reorganization Act reflects potentially conflicting purposes, including “to reduce expenditures and promote economy to the fullest extent consistent with the efficient operation of the Government,” “to increase the efficiency of the operations of the Government to the fullest extent practicable,” and “to eliminate overlapping and duplication of effort.”\(^{317}\) As discussed in the previous Section, bureaucratic efficiency may, however, require redundancy of effort. Other statutes specific to intelligence also may constrain reorganization in this area. For example, statutes preclude the complete merging of foreign and domestic intelligence because this distinction is perceived as important for protecting civil liberties within our borders.\(^{318}\)

Despite these political and legal constraints, however, agency jurisdictions do change. Agencies are created, modified, and eliminated, and the intelligence community has been reorganized, albeit rarely. The


\[^{315}\] Id. § 905(a)(4)-(5) (2006). The President can, however, create nonindependent agencies that do not have cabinet status to perform new functions by Executive Order. To be certain, another President could revoke the Executive Order, or Congress could refuse to fund such an agency. President Truman established the National Security Agency by a classified memorandum. RICHELSON, supra note 17, at 30-31.


\[^{318}\] TREVERTON, supra note 174, at 225; Lee & Schwartz, supra note 181, at 1459, 1473.

\[^{319}\] LEWIS, supra note 262.
Intelligence Reform Act, signed by President Bush in December 2004, brought considerable change. Such change was possible because of a confluence of factors. Most important, members of Congress faced political rewards for enacting a major recommendation of the 9/11 Commission—and likely faced political punishment for opposing change. The events of September 11, 2001 and the 9/11 Commission together helped members act collectively by providing the impetus to act and by recommending a reorganization plan to implement, respectively.\(^\text{320}\) As the next Section explains, this impetus did not extend to reorganization of congressional oversight.

2. Organization of Congressional Oversight

To analyze the political and legal feasibility of various structures for congressional oversight, one must carefully examine congressional committees. Committees that have “jurisdiction over issues have significant leverage over their resolution.”\(^\text{321}\) The Executive Branch operates in a wide range of policy areas. If Congress wants to influence and oversee the work of executive agencies, its members have to specialize; otherwise, members of Congress will “find themselves outmaneuvered at every turn by the executive branch.”\(^\text{322}\) Specialization occurs through the committee system. Congressional committees thus can be regarded as components of an institutional structure, that of Congress, which designs its internal governance to serve both individual members’ interests and the structure’s larger objectives.\(^\text{323}\)

Political scientists have proposed three major theories of congressional committees.\(^\text{324}\) Some scholars consider congressional committees to be the result of a distributive system of spoils, serving to reelect members of Congress.\(^\text{325}\) Others view congressional committees as the result of an institution in need of information, serving to decrease uncertainty in the

---

\(^{320}\) Posner contends that it was politically necessary for President Bush to support the Commission’s reorganization proposal because his opponent in the 2004 election, John Kerry, had endorsed it. Posner, supra note 1, at 55. Zegart argues that CIA Director George Tenet’s resignation, the Senate Intelligence Committee’s report criticizing Iraq-related intelligence assessment, and the 9/11 Commission Report “converge[d] to make modest changes possible.” Zegart, supra note 14, at 105.

\(^{321}\) Shepsle & Bonchek, supra note 259, at 325.

\(^{322}\) Id. at 308.

\(^{323}\) See id. at 311.

\(^{324}\) See David Epstein & Sharyn O’Halloran, Legislative Organization Under Separate Powers, 17 J.L. Econ. & Org. 373, 373-74 (2001) (summarizing scholarship). “All [of the theories] begin with a specification of members’ core reelection needs and some collective action problem they face in achieving these aims: majority cycling on distributive issues, informational asymmetries, or team production problems within parties. Each then derives an explanation of how the prevailing set of institutional arrangements, namely the system of strong committees, satisfies these needs by solving the particular problem at hand.” Id. at 374.

\(^{325}\) Id.
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legislative process. A third view is that congressional committees are tools of the party system, working to advance the political parties' goals. Although legal scholars tend to emphasize the first, this Article does not choose among these positions concerning why Congress, as an institution, sets up committees; it focuses instead on why committee structure is so difficult to change.

Under any of these theories, changing committee structures is difficult for a variety of reasons, including that transaction costs of change are high. Committees become “equilibrium institutions,” stable outcomes of political games, that are quite impervious to change. To assess the political feasibility of changes to committee structure, therefore, one must study historical and current committee organization. To change committee jurisdictions, the House and Senate typically must change their internal rules or pass free-standing resolutions that function as “standing orders.”

None of the committees with jurisdiction over intelligence issues is likely to give up its turf easily. Each is more likely to try to expand its authority, for example, to get jurisdiction over more high-profile areas. In response, other committees that exercise similar jurisdiction are likely to contest these attempts at expansion. As a political matter, members of Congress typically find it harder to agree to change their own jurisdictional boundaries than to change those of administrative agencies. The 9/11 Commission recommended that many committees relinquish jurisdiction, which means that many members have an incentive to block the proposal. The Commission partially acknowledged this political difficulty when it recommended that its proposed unified intelligence committee(s) not have power to fund intelligence agencies (i.e., appropriations authority), but rather that a new intelligence subcommittee be formed within the

326. Id.
327. Id.
329. E. SCOTT ADLER, WHY CONGRESSIONAL REFORMS FAIL: REELECTION AND THE HOUSE COMMITTEE SYSTEM 24 (2002). For example, it takes considerable resources to negotiate new structures.
331. See RUNDQUIST & DAVIS, supra note 92, at 5.
333. See King, supra note 210, at 105-20.
334. Id.
335. See Oleszek, supra note 206, at 197; see also Energizer Bunnies, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 31, 2004, at A26 (“The main recommendation [of the 9/11 Commission], for fewer committees and a more focused panel with hands-on power over intelligence budgeting, clearly lies beyond the present level of selfishness bristling among traditional committee leaders.”).
 Appropriations Committee in each chamber.\textsuperscript{336} Such an arrangement would likely garner more support from members than complete consolidation, as it would require less shifting of committees’ current jurisdictions.

In addition to political constraints, changes in congressional oversight must also satisfy legal requirements. Congressional committees have a statutory obligation to “review and study” intelligence agencies.\textsuperscript{337} Committees, however, cannot exercise this oversight mandate in a way that violates constitutional separation of power principles. Then-Senator David Boren (D-OK) warned that the “activities of the [intelligence] oversight committees . . . are inherently controversial; the mere existence of the committees in some ways circumscribes the power of the Presidency.”\textsuperscript{338} Intelligence officials could refuse to submit to congressional oversight in certain circumstances, asserting that the need to preserve secrecy in national security matters or that the President’s powers as Commander in Chief trumped the legislature’s powers under Article I.\textsuperscript{339} Nevertheless, there are few explicit legal constraints on congressional committee structure.\textsuperscript{340}

Committee jurisdictions do change, but rarely without a major outside event such as September 11, 2001.\textsuperscript{341} Under the Legislative Reorganization

---

\textsuperscript{336} See 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 421.

\textsuperscript{337} Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970, 2 U.S.C. §190d; see also Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, 60 Stat. 837 (duty of “continuous watchfulness”).

\textsuperscript{338} Boren, supra note 169, at 858.

\textsuperscript{339} In Watkins v. United States, the Supreme Court discussed the limits of congressional oversight:

There is no general authority to expose the private affairs of individuals without justification in terms of the functions of Congress . . . . Nor is the Congress a law enforcement or trial agency. These are the functions of the executive and judicial departments of government. No inquiry is an end in itself; it must be related to, and in furtherance of, a legitimate task of Congress.

354 U.S. 178, 187 (1957). See also Philip P. Frickey, Getting from Joe to Gene (McCarthy): The Avoidance Canon, Legal Process Theory, and Narrowing Statutory Interpretation in the Early Warren Court, 93 CALIF. L. REV. 397, 422-23, 455-56 (2005). In intelligence, congressional oversight is mainly governed by the National Security Act, as amended by the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1991. Specifically, the “President shall ensure that the intelligence committees are kept fully and currently informed of the intelligence activities of the United States,” except to protect covert operations in extraordinary circumstances and “sensitive sources and methods.” 50 U.S.C. § 413 (2006); Bruemmer, supra note 311, at 874-76; see also JOHNSON, supra note 14, at 112-13 (discussing ability of President to report to eight members of Congress, the ‘Gang of Eight,” instead of the Intelligence committees); Seymour M. Hersh, The Iran Plans, NEW YORKER, Apr. 17, 2006, at 30, 33 (citing apparent ability of military to engage in covert operations without reporting to anyone in Congress, including the “Gang of Eight”).

\textsuperscript{340} SHEPSLE & BONCHEK, supra note 259, at 181 (“A political executive may complain of the impossibility of simultaneously satisfying so many masters, but to no avail; the system works this way, not merely because legislators like it, but because that is how the framers of the Constitution designed it.”).

\textsuperscript{341} See Ransom, supra note 24, at 162.
Act of 1946, Congress significantly consolidated its committees. Members of Congress supported the changes so that they would be less likely to be placed on “inactive and irrelevant panels” and more likely to have committee assignments that “would help to ensure their effectiveness in managing policy development.” In the early 1970s, the House extensively considered major proposed reforms to its committee structure. Concern for jurisdictional turf, however, was unavoidable. The House ultimately implemented only a few reforms, such as the consolidation of many transportation matters under the Public Works Committee. In 1994, Republicans campaigned on promises that they would eliminate wasteful redundancy in the government, including redundancy in the congressional committee system. Only modest changes, however, occurred once they swept into office. In the end, they eliminated only three standing committees; ironically, the jurisdictions of the eliminated committees had not overlapped significantly with those of other committees.

This brief history demonstrates that proposed reform to the committee structure may improve effectiveness, but it must garner political support to be enacted. In the intelligence area, members of Congress introduced over 200 bills between the creation of the CIA in 1947 and 1975 to “expand the system for congressional supervision of the intelligence community.” Only one was enacted. Subsequently, the Intelligence Committees were established in the late 1970s.

The Senate did modify its committee structure in several ways after the 9/11 Commission’s report. It moved its Intelligence Committee to

342. King, supra note 332, at 55; Huzar, supra note 194, at 303. The House reduced its standing committees from forty-eight to nineteen; the Senate similarly downsized, from thirty-three to fourteen standing committees. Adler, supra note 329, at 118. This consolidation was a less impressive political feat than the numbers may suggest, however. Id. (“Many of the committees whose policy purviews were merged into larger committees with broader jurisdictions were almost completely inactive and frequently described as ‘hangovers of lively legislative issues long since settled’ or ‘ornamental barnacles on the ship of state.’”).

343. Adler, supra note 329, at 123.

344. Id. at 144. These reforms were driven by some members’ belief that the committee system was inefficient and needed to be changed. Id. at 147. One leading proponent of reform, Richard Bolling (D-MO), “went to great effort to remove constituency or reelection considerations from decision making concerning committee reforms proposals.” Id.

345. Id. at 157.

346. These included eliminating a handful of committees, establishing caps on the number of subcommittees, and imposing term limits for committee chairs. Id. at 187. They were unable to implement fully the promise in their “Contract with America” to cut the number of House committees by one-third. Id. at 182; Ed Gillespie & Bob Schellhas, Contract with America 8 (1994).

347. Adler, supra note 329, at 2, 191. The District of Columbia, Merchant Marine and Fisheries, and the Post Office and Civil Service Committees were eliminated. Id. at 191.

348. Ransom, supra note 24, at 162.

349. Id.

350. See supra notes 92-94 and accompanying text. S. Res. 445 did not, however, formally amend the Senate’s Rules, which would have required a higher number of Senators to invoke cloture. Rundquist & Davis, supra note 92, at 5.
category "A" status; Senators can serve usually on no more than two "A" committees.\textsuperscript{351} It also voted to create an Oversight Subcommittee of the Intelligence Committee, establish an Intelligence Subcommittee of its Appropriations Committee, and change the name of its Governmental Affairs Committee to the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs.\textsuperscript{352} Although these modifications are relatively small, the Congressional Research Service called them "the most significant change in Senate [Intelligence] Committee operations since 1977."\textsuperscript{353} Senators, however, protected some committees' turf by explicitly not placing agencies such as the Secret Service, the Transportation Security Agency and the Coast Guard under the new Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee.\textsuperscript{354}

Will there be more change to committees with jurisdiction over intelligence? The 9/11 Discourse Project's final report card or a future terrorist attack may motivate members of Congress on various committees to relinquish jurisdiction over the intelligence community, so that intelligence oversight can be consolidated into fewer committees. Alternatively, if members of Congress perceive proposed reforms as necessary if they are to oversee and sometimes confront the Executive Branch, future divided government might help majority party leaders to reform committee jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{355} The collective action problem preventing organizational change may also be eased by compensating members who stand to lose committee seats in some way.\textsuperscript{356}

This discussion presumes that members want to serve on committees overseeing the intelligence community. That may or may not be a correct assumption.\textsuperscript{357} The public may punish members for intelligence failures but not reward them for intelligence successes, because failures get more press and public attention than successes, which often remain secret.\textsuperscript{358} Members,  

\textsuperscript{351} S. Res. 445, 108th Cong. (2004); RUNDQUIST & DAVIS, supra note 92, at 1-2.
\textsuperscript{352} S. Res. 445, 108th Cong. (2004); WMD REPORT, supra note 10, at 338 n.5; RUNDQUIST & DAVIS, supra note 92, at 1-2. The House Intelligence Committee still has six-year term limits for its members. 9/11 PUBLIC DISCOURSE PROJECT, supra note 89, at 8.
\textsuperscript{353} RUNDQUIST & DAVIS, supra note 92, at 5.
\textsuperscript{355} ADLER, supra note 329, at 31.
\textsuperscript{356} Id. at 222 ("[R]eformers must be able to convince their colleagues that changes will either enhance their abilities at representation or will come with some kind of concessions or offsets that can provide assistance in their reelection strategy."); cf. King, supra note 332, at 55 (noting that some committee members who lost seats in the 1946 reform were promised seats on more prestigious panels).
\textsuperscript{357} See Ott, supra note 92, at 89.
however, may want to serve on intelligence-related committees for a variety of reasons.\textsuperscript{359} Such service provides foreign policy or other credentials or an aura of seriousness to members seeking higher office.\textsuperscript{360} In addition, if members' districts include military or intelligence installations, then members' participation on committees with jurisdiction over the intelligence community, such as the Armed Services and Intelligence Committees, may bring some "pork" or other benefits to those members' districts.\textsuperscript{361} At the least, such committee assignments provide "opportunities for national press coverage on high-profile issues about which very few people will be conversant."\textsuperscript{362} Even if participation does not bring financial or electoral benefits, it may still bring psychological benefits of knowledge, power, and prestige to members and of safety and security to constituents.\textsuperscript{363} If members on intelligence-related committees did not care about maintaining their committee jurisdictions, presumably they would have adopted the 9/11 Commission's recommendations for reform, earning praise from the 9/11 Public Discourse Project, national newspaper editorial pages, and others. Because they have not adopted the Commission's recommendations concerning congressional oversight, it is reasonable to infer that members benefit significantly from the existing committee structure.

3. Interaction Between Organization of Intelligence Community and Congressional Oversight

The political feasibility and the legality of changes in the structure of the intelligence community depend to some degree on the political and legal realities of changes to congressional oversight, and vice versa. If many congressional committees have some jurisdiction over the intelligence community, it will be hard to get members of Congress to agree to consolidation in the intelligence community because they will have formed close relationships with individual components through their oversight functions. Or if the intelligence community is made up of many decentralized components, Congress's watchfulness duty under the Legislative Reorganization Act may require it to assign multiple congressional committees intelligence jurisdiction, so that they can conduct adequate


\textsuperscript{360} In the 1980s, moderate Senate Democrats apparently sought spots on the Intelligence Committee "as a way to become active in foreign affairs without acquiring the liberal taint of the Foreign Relations Committee." T reverton, supra note 33, at 80.

\textsuperscript{361} See Adler, supra note 329, at 66-67.

\textsuperscript{362} Lowenthal, supra note 243, at 148.

\textsuperscript{363} See King, supra note 210, at 2; Lowenthal, supra note 243, at 148; Smist, supra note 220, at 273; Treverton, supra note 33, at 88.
oversight. To some degree, ex ante constraints on delegation and ex post monitoring devices serve as substitutes; as oversight becomes more effective in meeting legislators' objectives, the design of agencies becomes less important.\textsuperscript{364}

Policymakers cannot consider the organization of these components in a vacuum. Change to any component will be politically difficult, because of the desire of bureaucrats and political actors to cling to their turf. Nevertheless, Congress unified the intelligence community through the Intelligence Reform Act, meaning that this reform was politically feasible, at least in the light of September 11, 2001 and other factors. Will change to congressional committees follow? The preceding analysis suggests that such change will be considerably harder to enact than the Intelligence Reform Act.

C. Core Liberal Democratic Values

Protecting important values fundamental to our society is a third consideration for choosing among organizational structures. What are the implications of the possible combinations of redundancy and unification illustrated in Figure 1 for such values as civil liberties, transparency, and accountability? This is a vital question for, at the extreme, "[t]he threat that the intelligence state poses, at the end of the day, is to democracy itself."\textsuperscript{365} This third perspective tracks the first perspective analyzed in Section II.A in that both consider the effectiveness of particular structures. The first perspective considered the effectiveness of structural choices for national security; this third perspective assesses the effectiveness of these choices in preserving critical constitutional and democratic values and any dangers these options pose to them. It appears that a more redundant system, at least for congressional oversight, may best protect core liberal principles.

The structure and oversight of the intelligence community affects at least three categories of core values: civil liberties, transparency, and accountability. These sets of values overlap. For example, transparency may help improve accountability, which may help preserve important civil liberties. Addressing each category separately, however, clarifies potential effects of structural choices.

Civil liberties encompass a set of constitutional and normative democratic concerns. One key principle in this category is due process: that individuals should not suffer deprivations without adequate process of law. This principle, enshrined in, but not limited to, the Fifth and Fourteenth


\textsuperscript{365} Lee & Schwartz, supra note 181, at 1456.
Amendments, helps prevent arbitrary governmental action. In addition, individuals may not be treated differently based on particular characteristics unless such different treatment is justified in certain, important ways. This equal protection value, also rooted in the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, works to combat discrimination.

The First Amendment also protects important civil liberties, including freedom of expression and belief, especially political and religious. In almost all circumstances individuals should be able to hold and express nearly any view and petition the government on the basis of it without fear of repercussions. They must have similarly broad freedom to practice their religion, or abstain from religious practice. These principles help prevent government policy that would chill expression, lessen the diversity of voices in the polity, and undermine citizens' control of their government.

Respect for individual privacy from government intrusion protects against specific infringements in the criminal context and more broadly. This protection, expressed in the First, Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Ninth Amendments and their penumbras, carves out aspects of life that remain free of government intrusion. In sum, as civil liberties advocates argue, "In responding to terrorism, . . . we must adhere to the principles of political freedom, due process, and the protections of privacy that constitute the core of a free and democratic society."

A second core democratic value is transparency. Transparency refers to the availability of information about government policies, structures, and actions. This information helps citizens (and others) assess and attempt to change their government's performance. One prominent theory of government expresses the relationship between those who govern and

371. Ana Bellver & Daniel Kaufmann, Transparenting Transparency, at 4 (Aug. 2005) (unpublished manuscript on file with author), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=808664 (citing the following definitions of transparency: "increased flow of timely and reliable economic, social and political information which is accessible to all relevant stakeholders" and "release of information by institutions that is relevant to evaluating those institutions") (internal quotation marks omitted); see also Mark Fenster, The Opacity of Transparency, 91 IOWA L. REV. 885, 888 (2006) (defining transparency as "a governing institution's openness to the gaze of others").
372. See Meredith Fuchs, Judging Secrets: The Role Courts Should Play in Preventing Unnecessary Secrecy, 58 ADMIN. L. REV. 131, 140-41; cf. Bellver & Kaufmann, supra note 371, at 2 (transparency "not only increases the efficiency in the allocation of resources but also . . . may help in ensuring that the benefits of growth are redistributed and not captured by the political elite").
those who are governed as one between agents and principals. Much like shareholders in a corporation, citizens elect representatives to govern as their agents. Citizens need information about their agents’ actions to ensure that those agents follow their preferences. In addition, with increasing globalization and interdependence among countries, a democratic government’s actions arguably should be transparent not only to voters, but also to noncitizen residents and people in other countries affected by those actions.

The value of transparency is enshrined in the Constitution and federal law. Article I requires that the House and Senate keep and publish journals of their proceedings, record their members’ votes in certain circumstances, and publish information on appropriations. Article II mandates that the President “from time to time give to the Congress Information of the State of the Union,” and empowers him to require opinions from his principal officers. The Fourth Amendment requires particular warrants; the Sixth Amendment requires that criminal trials be open to the public. Laws such as the Freedom of Information Act, the Government in the Sunshine Act, and the Administrative Procedure Act provide access to government policies and actions and manifest the importance of transparency in the federal government.

Intelligence is inherently a secretive policy area. Nevertheless, not all government action related to intelligence needs to be completely hidden. Democracy “requires accountability with full disclosure at least to representative groups in Congress.” The government may need to restrict the dissemination of particular details, but it should withhold only information that must be kept secret for specific, articulable reasons. The intelligence community and its congressional overseers should be organized in ways that enable citizens and others affected to know about intelligence actions. For example, the 9/11 Commission and others have called for the budgets of intelligence agencies to be made public. It is difficult to imagine how the disclosure of such aggregate information could endanger national security or interfere with the agencies’ work except by subjecting them to an

373. Id. at 12 (transparency “allow[s] different social groups to participate in the decision-making process”); cf. New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 305 (1964) (Goldberg, J., concurring) (quoting Louis Brandeis’s comment that “sunlight is the most powerful of all disinfectants”).

374. Fenster, supra note 371, at 901.


376. Id. art. II, § 3.

377. Id. art II, § 2.

378. Id. amend. IV.

379. Id. amend. VI.


381. 5 U.S.C. § 552b (2006); see also Berkowitz & Goodman, supra note 261, at xi.


383. Ransom, supra note 24, at 165.

evaluation of their cost effectiveness that seems entirely appropriate in a democratic society.

There are other limits to transparency. It may "unduly empower [interest groups] representing minority interests at the expense of overall welfare" because such groups are more organized.385 For example, the availability of details of agency budgets may encourage rent-seeking behavior by powerful groups.386 Transparency also may inhibit full deliberations within the government because officials may fear that their frank discussions, if released, would generate negative repercussions.387 Finally, transparency about intelligence failures may sometimes produce public anxiety that can lead to support for constraints on civil liberties. Thus, complete transparency is not necessarily beneficial for democratic governance.

A third core value is democratic accountability. Democratic accountability addresses the repercussions of government action: government officials must answer for their actions and may suffer penalties for "misbehavior" or receive rewards for "good behavior," both genuine and perceived.388 Accountability guarantees responsiveness, although not necessarily effectiveness.389 This core value is embedded in both the Constitution and liberal democratic theory. The Constitution creates accountability structures internal to the federal government. It establishes a system of separate powers that check and balance each other. The impeachment provision enables the removal of government officers.390 The Constitution also makes government officials accountable to external groups. The most important group is the electorate: leaders of the Executive and Legislative Branches face regular elections.391 In addition,
the First Amendment protects freedom of the press and the right to petition the government, facilitating accountability outside the electoral process. Various tools governing the administrative state, such as the Administrative Procedure Act, also help hold agencies accountable. Accountability is also a construct of democratic theory, of course: government officials ultimately are responsible to those they represent, the citizenry.

In analyzing the various options for the structure of the intelligence community and its congressional overseers, policymakers must consider their impact on at least these three categories of liberal democratic values—civil liberties, transparency, and accountability. The following two Sections consider the complexities of this analysis.

1. Organization of the Intelligence Community

Structural choices of the intelligence community interact with these core constitutional and democratic values in complicated ways. Policymakers have considered civil liberties to varying degrees during each restructuring of the intelligence community. At times, Congress has used civil liberties concerns to limit agency authority. The National Security Act of 1947 created the CIA, but prohibited it from exercising any “police, subpoena, or law enforcement powers or internal security functions.” Other times, Congress has largely ignored civil liberties concerns. The USA PATRIOT Act almost completely erased the line between intelligence gathering and law enforcement. And, sometimes, Congress pays mixed attention. The Intelligence Reform Act created a Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board, as the 9/11 Commission recommended.
The 9/11 Commission’s structural recommendations for the intelligence community, as largely enacted by the Intelligence Reform Act, likely affect civil liberties, but exactly how is uncertain. On the one hand, redundant structures may promote civil liberties, and unified structures may undermine them. In Federalist No. 10, Madison warms against one faction garnering so much power that it threatens the liberal democratic system. 397 Multiple agencies may prevent a culture hostile to civil liberties from taking hold in the intelligence community. If each agency wants to be seen as the most respectful of civil liberties, the agencies may “race to the top,” ratcheting up their respect for civil liberties in competition with each other. If intelligence agencies are unified, with much redundancy eliminated, the resulting consolidated agency would wield great power. The ACLU has argued that centralization of power in the intelligence community “risks a re-run of the abuses that led to Watergate,” including “widespread spying on ordinary Americans and illegal covert operations.” 398 The ACLU also contends that the National Counterterrorism Center’s authority to plan intelligence operations risks undermining First Amendment and other protections if these operations take place within the United States. 399 The ACLU does not, however, oppose all centralization within the intelligence community; it endorsed an independent National Intelligence Director who would not report directly to the White House. 400

On the other hand, redundant structures may undermine civil liberties, and unified structures may promote them. Redundant intelligence agencies could “race to the bottom” in their respect of civil liberties, increasingly sacrificing such values as they compete to achieve particular intelligence goals and to receive budgetary and other rewards. More agencies conducting intelligence work that can easily infringe on civil liberties may create more opportunities for abuse. Finally, uniform treatment is important in the area of civil liberties. Redundant agencies are more likely to develop different policies related to civil liberties than a single unified agency, risking inconsistent treatment of individuals. 401

397. The Federalist No. 10 (James Madison). See also Thomas, supra note 135, at 469 (prescribing wide distribution of power within the federal government to ensure against dominance by any single faction and noting that “[t]hus, organizational structures which protect personal liberty necessarily create impediments to coherent and coordinated national policy”).

398. Timothy H. Edgar, ACLU Analysis of the 9-11 Commission’s Recommendations for Intelligence Reform (July 30, 2004), available at http://www.aclu.org/natsec/emergpowers/14501leg20040730.html; cf. Posner, supra note 1, at 57 (“It is odd... that liberals would favor a measure intended to make the intelligence system more of a monolith; one would think they’d want to preserve some internal checks and balances by keeping the system decentralized and in particular that they would want to keep domestic and foreign intelligence separate.”).

399. Edgar, supra note 398.

400. Id. The ACLU and other civil liberties advocates oppose the creation of a National Security Service within the FBI. See Eggen & Finuc, supra note 85, at A1, A7; Intelligence Shuffle, WASH. POST, July 4, 2005, at A1; Reforms at the F.B.I. and Justice, supra note 86, at A16.

These competing theories make it difficult to reach any strong conclusions. The ACLU seems right to emphasize the type of centralization. Consolidation of the intelligence community that maintains certain independence from the White House or from Congress may be most protective of civil liberties, though such independence may also promote abuse. In addition, the division of power among the branches of government likely affects agency conduct. Because united government may produce less meaningful oversight, redundancy may be more necessary to promote democratic values if the same party controls Congress and the White House.403

The effects of structural choices on transparency are likewise uncertain but potentially serious.404 Redundant structures could increase the intelligence community’s transparency. With more agencies tasked with particular intelligence functions, more information should be available to the public. For example, more Inspectors General will look at how agencies carry out these functions. If agency whistleblowers are any more likely to reveal abuses by agencies other than their own, then an intelligence community with multiple agencies will see more whistle-blowing than an intelligence community consisting of one organization.405 Further, if multiple agencies hold particular information, it may be more likely to come out through a leak or official action, such as a response to a Freedom of Information Act request.406

Redundant structures could, however, decrease the transparency of intelligence agencies. Additional organizations may increase the amount of information held by the intelligence community and make it more time consuming for reporters, members of Congress, and citizens to understand the activities or status of the intelligence community as a whole. For example, a citizen or policymaker wondering whether any government agency holds particular information may have a harder time accessing information if there are more possible custodians. Also, any single agency in a redundant structure may not have the necessary information about the entire community’s activities. Each agency’s Inspector General has “the ability to

402. See Levinson & Pildes, supra note 211.
403. See Katyal, supra note 312, at 2321.
404. No matter what the structure of the intelligence community, classification of information may play a large role in the transparency of the intelligence community. Edgar, supra note 398 (calling for establishment of “a bipartisan board, appointed by the President and members of Congress, to review and reform classification rules,” revival of the presumption against classification, and broader sharing of “relevant information with the public”). If the Executive Branch adopts a narrow interpretation of the Freedom of Information Act, even if there are more agencies with information, activities of the government will not be transparent. See Cole & Dempsey, supra note 370, at 54: 9/11 Commission Report, supra note 3, at 416.
405. Cf. Lowenthal, supra note 243, at 198 (discussing Intelligence Community Whistleblower Act).
obtain any and all records only from... [her own] agencies without a subpoena"; in certain contexts, "it is not entirely clear that a single agency has jurisdiction over a specific substantive power that may affect individual rights and privacy.407

In sum, as with the civil liberties discussion, it is hard to reach any definitive conclusions concerning which structure of agencies would best promote transparency. Redundant agencies may create more places for information to be hidden, but it seems that, on balance, such an institutional design should often be more transparent than a single agency or unified structure because such duplication should present more opportunities for disclosure.

Likewise, the structure of the intelligence community may enhance or reduce accountability. Decentralized agencies often provide the public, especially organized groups, more opportunities to participate in agency decision making than centralized bureaucracies.408 Such participation may improve or undermine accountability.409 Redundant structures may increase accountability by making it easier to identify misbehaving agencies. A unified structure may be so powerful that it cannot be held accountable because no institution can challenge it. By contrast, redundant structures may decrease accountability because the public cannot call upon any single agency to account for the failure of the entire community.410 A unified structure is accountable for all successes and failures and therefore might make officials more vigilant.

The ACLU opposed the 9/11 Commission’s recommendation for a NID because of perceived problems with accountability. The 9/11 Commission’s proposed NID, enacted in the Intelligence Reform Act as the DNI, is to report directly to the White House. According to the ACLU, a unified structure that reports to the President undermines accountability because it serves the political objectives of the President’s party.411 In the ACLU’s view, an independent NID, whom the President could remove only for cause, by contrast, would foster accountability, especially to Congress.412

As with the previous two categories, civil liberties and transparency, the relationship between redundancy and unification, on one hand, and accountability, on the other, may be complicated. Answers depend on analyzing the relationship, along with substantive and procedural protections of democratic values. We need empirical evaluation of the interaction of

---

407. Heymann & Kayyem, supra note 100, at 127.
408. See Thomas, supra note 135, at 464.
409. See supra note 385 and accompanying text.
410. Cf. Freeman & Farber, supra note 193, at 904-05 (suggesting that accountability could result from answering to other entities within a particular structure).
411. Edgar, supra note 398, at 1.
412. Id.
redundant and unified structures with democratic values to learn which of the effects identified above predominate. Some redundancy within the intelligence community or, alternatively, some independence from the White House could prevent significant abuses that would result from placing too much authority in any one place in the Executive Branch, but that intuition needs support.

2. Organization of Congressional Oversight

Congress created the House and Senate Intelligence Committees in reaction to intelligence agencies’ violations of core constitutional and democratic values. As with the intelligence community, the organization of the intelligence community’s congressional overseers interacts with these values in complex ways.

Redundant congressional committees could help or hurt civil liberties. More congressional committees with jurisdiction over intelligence matters may be more likely than a single committee to uncover violations of civil liberties or express concern about particular practices. For example, only party leaders and top members of the Intelligence Committees appear to have been informed of the NSA’s program to eavesdrop without warrants on international communications with people inside the United States.

After the program was publicly disclosed, the Senate Judiciary Committee conducted hearings on the eavesdropping efforts. This argument relies, like the parallel argument about effectiveness in promoting national security, on the capacity of redundancy to increase reliability or operational success. The difference is that, here, operational success is defined in terms of protection of civil liberties.

Furthermore, consolidation of committees could encourage the development of a cozy relationship between congressional overseers and the intelligence community, in which overseers were insufficiently critical of the intelligence agencies’ impacts on civil liberties. The ACLU has called for both the House and Senate Judiciary Committees to “retain jurisdiction over intelligence matters affecting legal and constitutional rights,” rather than have their responsibilities consolidated under the Intelligence Committees.

Alternatively, more congressional committees with overlapping jurisdiction over the intelligence community may protect civil liberties less than a consolidated committee structure would. Redundancy in oversight may

413. See Kaiser, supra note 15, at 2.
416. See supra Section II.A.
417. Edgar, supra note 398.
lead to free-riding, with no committee adequately protecting civil liberties. If multiple committees oversee intelligence agencies then each committee may have other responsibilities that compete with intelligence oversight (particularly concerning civil liberties) for committee members’ attention. Finally, redundancy may splinter Congress’s political authority, leaving no committee with enough power to command protection of civil liberties.

These competing views largely come down to capacity and whether redundancy increases free-riding among committees, assuming that committees that do exercise their authority can protect, to some degree, civil liberties. As with the structure of the intelligence community, redundancy likely is more necessary if the same party controls Congress and the White House.

Like civil liberties, government transparency too may benefit or suffer from redundancy in congressional oversight. More congressional committees may result in more hearings, requests for information, and other opportunities for members of Congress and the public to learn about intelligence activities. On the other hand, multiple committees may have a harder time getting a complete picture of the intelligence community’s activities, either because they specialize in different aspects of intelligence work or because each committee spends less time studying the entire community than a single, unified committee would. In addition, committees may free-ride, leading to suboptimal levels of oversight and disclosure. A unified committee may be able to coordinate oversight such that more disclosure actually occurs.

As before, these conflicting views do not produce a clear answer. Perhaps, the best structure for promoting transparency values would be a dominant committee in each chamber with sufficient formal and functional authority to obtain necessary disclosures from agencies along with additional, more auxiliary committees to push agencies and the dominant committee to be more forthcoming. Intelligence disclosure laws could be

---

418. Access to information may be more important than the structure of congressional committees. Cf. supra note 404 and accompanying text. If intelligence hearings are always closed to the public, whether there are more hearings or fewer hearings does not change how transparent the intelligence community is to the public. See Edgar, supra note 398 (calling for committees to “hold far more open hearings”); cf. Eric Lichtblau, Little Progress in Bid to Extend Patriot Act, N.Y. TIMES, May 27, 2005, at A17 (noting that Senate Intelligence Committee had met in private to discuss expansions to the Patriot Act); William Safire, Steamroller Out of Steam, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 24, 2004, at A23 (noting that the Senate Intelligence Committee has not released its own report on the U.S.S. Cole terrorist attack). Currently, information on covert operations is reported only to the House and Senate Intelligence Committees; in exceptional circumstances, such information is disclosed only to the Chairpersons and Ranking Minority Members of those committees and each party’s leaders in Congress. See 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 416; Seymour M. Hersh, Get Out the Vote, NEW YORKER, July 25, 2005, at 52, 55.

419. Transparency has benefits, such as exposing the strengths and weaknesses of agencies, but it also has costs, such as providing details that undermine national security. SMIST, supra note 220, at 275.
revised to require the intelligence community to notify the top members on these auxiliary committees—expanding the “Gang of Eight” to a “Gang of Twelve” or “Gang of Sixteen”—about the community’s most secretive activities.420

Finally, the structure of congressional oversight may influence the accountability of the intelligence community, at least to Congress and perhaps ultimately to the public. As with agency design, redundant committees, if seen as “interlocking constraints,” may increase accountability by making it easier to identify misbehaving agencies.421 As the ACLU explains,

Limiting the number of committees with jurisdiction over the intelligence community may frustrate oversight instead of enhancing it. If the single committee with jurisdiction over intelligence does not ask probing questions concerning a given program or policy, there will no longer be the potential for another committee to fill the void.422

Furthermore, if multiple committees prevented coziness between congressional overseers and agencies, this would enhance accountability. Finally, redundant committees should make it less likely that particular outlying members of Congress will push agency decisions away from the median preferences of all legislators.423

On the other hand, redundant committees would decrease accountability if each committee took less or no responsibility for oversight. Critics of congressional oversight of intelligence contend that the current redundant committees “just as often serve as defenders and promoters of the agencies they are supposed to be controlling.”424 A unified structure may make it easier for citizens to assign some blame for intelligence failures to the oversight committees (as well as to the intelligence agencies themselves) and therefore may motivate the members of Congress on those committees to be more vigilant.425

As with the previous two categories, the structure of congressional overseers is just one factor in promoting accountability of the intelligence community. Some redundancy in congressional oversight seems desirable, assuming that such overlap promotes vigilance in this important area. At first glance, structural decisions concerning the intelligence community or its congressional overseers may seem quite distant from the protection of core democratic values. These structural choices do not determine the

420. Cf. supra note 339 and accompanying text.
423. See supra note 212 and accompanying text.
424. Cole & Dempsey, supra note 370, at 67; see also Ransom, supra note 24, at 165.
425. See Ransom, supra note 24, at 165 (“Accountability in a democratic government applies not only to the executive. It should also apply to Congress.”).
scope of civil liberties, government transparency, or agency accountability, but the choices are an important factor to consider to promote these values.

3. Interaction Between Organization of Intelligence Community and Congressional Oversight

Like the analysis of the other two perspectives, national security effectiveness and political and legal feasibility, the analysis of constitutional and democratic values must consider how the organization of the intelligence community and the organization of its congressional overseers interact. Because of this interaction, a “democratic values planner” seeking to maximize liberal democratic values should consider both simultaneously when choosing between decentralized (often redundant) and centralized (often nonredundant) intelligence agencies (or some option in between) and between decentralized and centralized oversight (or some option in between). This planner should determine the benefits for civil liberties, transparency, and accountability of various structural combinations, and choose the combination that maximizes these benefits net of their financial and democratic costs. This is a difficult task: these core values may trade off in complex ways. For example, having only one agency monitor email traffic may promote civil liberties but undermine transparency.

The structure of congressional committees probably affects core liberal democratic values more than the structure of the intelligence community does. Historically, oversight has been critical to discovering and correcting violations of these values. It is less clear that the intelligence community’s organization has shaped the agencies’ respect for these values. Nevertheless, the success of congressional oversight depends on how forthcoming the intelligence community is. A committee structure designed to maximize protection of civil liberties, transparency, and accountability depends on the intelligence community answering, at least to some degree, to Congress. If the intelligence community refuses to answer to Congress, or minimizes the information it discloses, then congressional oversight, no matter how committees are structured, will largely be ineffective.426

III

COMBINING PERSPECTIVES AND THE BROADER PROBLEM OF AGENCY DESIGN

Each of the three considerations described above—national security effectiveness, political and legal feasibility, and protection of core democratic values—provides a lens through which to view organizational change of the intelligence community and of the community’s congressional

426. See Cole & Dempsey, supra note 370, at 47; Heymann, supra note 256, at 154-56.
Commentators and scholars have considered how to combine the first and third issues, examining the balance between national security and democratic values. An explicit and thorough discussion of political and legal feasibility, however, is also necessary if recommendations for reform are to have any chance of being enacted.

How should policymakers treat these three perspectives, which combine descriptive, causal, and normative elements? This Article proposes that a democratic society should want to maximize national security, net of its financial costs, subject to two constraints. First, any institutional arrangement must be politically and legally feasible. Second, any organizational change must sufficiently protect critical democratic values (including civil liberties, transparency, and accountability). The first constraint disposes of utopian or wildly ambitious proposals. The second constraint upholds central governance principles. This formulation may suggest that national security effectiveness is always in tension with core democratic values. But this is not necessarily the case. Intelligence policy that undermines these core values may also undermine national security. For example, a policy to monitor all Muslims "encourages stereotyping that not only stigmatizes the innocent but may lull security services into ignoring genuine threats that do not fit an ideological or ethnic pattern."

---

427. See, e.g., AMITAI ETZIONI, HOW PATRIOTIC IS THE PATRIOT ACT (2004); HEYMANN, supra note 256; HEYMANN & KAYYEM, supra note 100; POSNER, supra note 1; CIVIL LIBERTIES VS. NATIONAL SECURITY IN A POST-9/11 WORLD (M. Katherine B. Darmer, Robert M. Baird, & Stuart E. Rosenbaum, eds. 2004); LEE & SCHWARTZ, supra note 181. The 9/11 Commission also recognized there may be a tradeoff. 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 394-95.

428. Public administration scholars have recognized the need to consider explicitly multiple objectives when analyzing bureaucratic organization, but have not assessed how to balance these objectives. See, e.g., Thomas, supra note 135, at 484. Furthermore, I know of no work that applies the three objectives I have identified in a rigorous manner to the intelligence community and its congressional overseers. Cf. HEYMANN, supra note 256, at 88 (examining briefly "[s]teps useful to reduce the chance and harms of terrorism," "[s]teps dangerous to democratic liberty or national unity," and "[s]teps that reduce public fear and anger").

429. See Thomas, supra note 135, at 467 ("Though largely rejected as an official basis for reorganization, awareness of political constraints makes it possible to achieve limited changes in organizational structure.").

430. One can imagine other ways to combine these perspectives. For example, a democratic society could permit any organizational change with positive net benefits for national security that is politically feasible and that preserves particular democratic values. Or a society could accept an organizational change that is the easiest to adopt politically but that also has positive net benefits for national security and that preserves particular values. Or a society could accept an organizational change that maximizes particular democratic values but that also has positive net benefits for national security and that is politically feasible. And so on. My proposal emphasizes policy effectiveness, within particular constraints, because policy effectiveness is a critical component of institutional design of the administrative state.

431. Edgar, supra note 398 ("Securing the nation's freedom depends not on making a choice between security and liberty, but in designing and implementing policies that allow the American people to be both safe and free.").

432. COLE & DEMPSEY, supra note 370, at 178.

433. Id. at 1.
instances, however, national security and core democratic values are in tension.\textsuperscript{434} Then it is imperative that policymakers explicitly discuss the tradeoffs and look for alternative mechanisms that achieve the same or a similar level of national security without sacrificing our core values.\textsuperscript{435}

In other words, policymakers face what economists would term a constrained optimization problem: policymakers seek to maximize something, here national security effectiveness, but subject to binding restrictions. Establishing the analytical framework is easier than applying it. For the main optimization problem, policymakers must determine the costs and benefits of particular organizational structures for national security. For the first constraint, they must assess political and legal realities. And for the second constraint, they must agree on the scope of particular values and what, in practice, respecting those values means.

The framework proposed here can assist policymakers in identifying, framing, and evaluating the combinations of structures that they may impose on the intelligence community and congressional oversight of it. Figure 1 illustrates these structural choices between decentralization and centralization (alternatively, largely between redundancy and nonredundancy). Further analysis, theoretical and empirical, likely will conclude that some combination of (redundant) decentralization and (nonredundant) unification in both the intelligence community and congressional oversight best promotes national security effectiveness, while being feasible to implement and preserving important democratic values.

This proposed framework applies to structural choices regarding agencies and their congressional overseers in almost any policy area, not just intelligence. To be certain, policymakers will contest what needs to be maximized in a particular area, and the framework may require some modifications. In the intelligence context, the policy goal is to maximize national security effectiveness. But in other contexts, the aim would be to maximize some other goal (net of its financial costs). Policymakers should adopt structures that maximize that goal subject to political, legal, and democratic legitimacy constraints. Figure 4 summarizes the important factors to consider in this analysis.

\textsuperscript{434} See Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 542 U.S. 507 (2004) (Souter, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part and concurring in the judgment) ("The defining character of American constitutional government is its constant tension between security and liberty, serving both by partial helpings of each."); \textit{id.} (Scalia, J., dissenting) ("The Founders well understood the difficult tradeoff between safety and freedom."); HEYMANN, supra note 256, at 87-88.

\textsuperscript{435} See HEYMANN \& KAYYEM, supra note 100, at 14 ("It is not possible to have minimal risk from terrorism and absolutely maximally protected freedoms, but we can preserve 90 percent of what concerns each camp. It is possible for legislation to strike a detailed and thoughtful balance between these unattainable absolutes that will endure over the decades ahead."); GEOFFREY R. STONE, PERILOUS TIMES: FREE SPEECH IN WARTIME FROM THE SEDITION ACT OF 1798 TO THE WAR ON TERRORISM 557 (2004) ("Freedom can endanger security, but it is also the fundamental source of American strength.").
Figure 4

Maximization Problem: Effectiveness (cost-benefit calculation) quality of decision making
group-think
interest group capture
competition or cooperation
reliability or free-riding
maintenance costs and returns to scale
policymakers’ decision-making costs
monitoring costs

Constraint 1: Political and Legal Feasibility political feasibility
constitutional constraints
statutory constraints

Constraint 2: Democratic Legitimacy civil liberties
government transparency
accountability

Interaction: Agency Design and Oversight simultaneous choice or consecutive decisions

Consider an example outside of intelligence and national security. How should policymakers structure administrative agencies and congressional oversight to maximize environmental protection, net of its financial costs? Should there be an Environmental Protection Agency with sole jurisdiction over environmental issues? Or should there be multiple agencies with overlapping jurisdictions? If so, should there be a Director of Environmental Protection with authority over all agencies with any environmental authority? Should there be only one committee in each chamber of Congress to oversee any environmental agency? Or should there be multiple committees for oversight? These are just some of the questions that policymakers applying the analytical framework developed in Part II should consider in assessing institutional design for environmental policy.

IV PROPOSALS

The 9/11 Commission called for dramatic change in the organization of the intelligence system, from the agencies themselves to their congressional overseers. And some of that change has occurred. The Intelligence Reform Act created a new leader of the intelligence community, the DNI, in the hope that this leader would force agencies to work together to
THE ARCHITECTURE OF SMART INTELLIGENCE

prevent future terrorist attacks. The creation of a new box on an organization chart, however, does not guarantee improvement in the operation of a complex community of agencies. DNI Negroponte and his successors face great challenges in the months and years ahead.

Using the framework developed in Parts II and III, I offer four politically feasible and legal proposals for action derived from the above analysis. Two would improve the national security effectiveness of the intelligence community; one would improve the national security effectiveness of congressional overseers; and the last would better protect core democratic values.436

First, the DNI should take full advantage of the Intelligence Reform Act's provision for an important redundancy: alternative analysis of intelligence data and conclusions. The Intelligence Reform Act requires that the DNI "establish a process and assign an individual or entity the responsibility for ensuring that, as appropriate, elements of the intelligence community conduct alternative analysis (commonly referred to as 'red-team analysis') of the information and conclusions in intelligence products."437 The DNI must report to the House and Senate Intelligence Committees on the implementation of this mandate.438 Alternative analysis means more than duplication in analysis. Eight intelligence agencies separately assessed the potential for a terrorist attack during the 2006 Winter Olympic Games in Turin, Italy.439 Alternative analysis would require at least one agency to evaluate the work of another agency. This required consideration of alternative analysis easily could become superficial in practice, yielding little or no benefit to intelligence gathering and interpretation.440 For example, the DNI could assign an agency to perform this analysis, but if the agency free-rode off of the primary analysis, not much would be gained for enhancing national security.

On the other hand, the statutory mandate could yield redundancy that did prove meaningful in practice. Increasing the number of people or agencies working on the same raw material, or increasing the different types of raw material or methodologies used to interpret the material, could improve the quality of analysis. If successful, alternative analysis would

436. I offer these proposals with some caution. Parts II and III show that reformers often are overly optimistic about particular structural changes.

437. IRA, § 1017(a), 118 Stat. at 3670.

438. Id. § 1017(b), 118 Stat. at 3670. Various programs appear to be in place: the DIA has a "Devil's Advocate Program"; and the DHS has a "Red Cell" Unit and Alternate Analysis Division. OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE, WMD COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS, supra note 72, at 5; see also KAMARCK, supra note 116, at 20.


440. See POSNER, supra note 1, at 124 (alternative analysis is "intellectual equivalent to squaring the circle") (internal quotation marks omitted); Garicano & Posner, supra note 1, at 156 (alternative analysis could lead to "concealment or manipulation of information").
combine redundancy and coordination.\footnote{441} The DNI should take this duty seriously, setting up a system that rewards those individuals or agencies tasked with alternative analysis for thinking creatively, even if their efforts do not change outcomes.\footnote{442} For example, the DNI could publicize, at least among those with the requisite security clearances, compelling alternative analysis. Furthermore, policymakers should require good alternative-analysis work for particular promotions within the intelligence community. Alternative analysis cannot become routine, and thereby undervalued and inadequately performed.\footnote{443}

Second, the DNI should work to achieve productive unification in the intelligence community. Unification, by itself, does not ensure better intelligence outcomes. To improve outcomes, restructuring must either increase each agency’s ability or desire to do its assigned work (perhaps by requiring agencies to share materials with each other in a productive manner) or decrease the costs of performing that work. Either scenario requires the DNI to wield substantial authority. The Intelligence Reform Act delegates more power to the DNI than that previously held by the Director of Central Intelligence, who headed the CIA and (at least nominally) the intelligence community prior to the new legislation.\footnote{444} The scope of the DNI’s power has yet to be determined, however. The statute directs the President to “issue guidelines to ensure the effective implementation and execution within the executive branch of the authorities granted to the Director of National Intelligence by this [act], in a manner that respects and does not abrogate the statutory responsibilities of the heads of the departments of the United States Government concerning such departments . . . .”\footnote{445} These guidelines, which as of July 2006 have yet to be issued,\footnote{446} need to give the DNI some powerful tools to obtain compliance from the intelligence community. Unlike the Director of Central Intelligence, the DNI does not

\footnotesize{441. \textit{Lee & Schwartz, supra} note 181, at 1476 (“If separate teams of analysts are to review information, including raw intelligence data, to reach their own analytic judgments, they will also need access to the full range of available information, even if held outside their home agency. Thus, assuming analytic competition is to be institutionalized, it will provide another impetus for widespread sharing of information.”).}

\footnotesize{442. The State Department’s “dissent channel” is a potential model. See \textit{Katyal, supra} note 312, at 2328-31 (describing how foreign service officers can notify the Office of Policy Planning when they disagree with the position of a top official, how top officials must respond to these concerns, and how the Department’s personnel system recognizes these reports when determining awards and promotions).}


\footnotesize{444. \textit{See 9/11 Commission Report, supra} note 3, at 86 (“[T]he DCI’s real authority has been directly proportional to his personal closeness to the President, which has waxed and waned over the years, and to others in government, especially the Secretary of [D]efense.”).}

\footnotesize{445. \textit{IRA, § 1018}, 118 Stat. at 3670.}

\footnotesize{446. \textit{Best, supra} note 21, at 8.}
command an agency of his own and consequently may lack a ready-made base of support.\textsuperscript{447} The DNI should possess substantial authority to reassign funds and employees from recalcitrant or unproductive agencies to more diligent or successful ones.\textsuperscript{448} The DNI should use this authority judiciously, though. The statute originally permitted the DNI to create a staff of up to 500 people,\textsuperscript{449} but the DNI recently sought authorization for a staff of over 1500 individuals.\textsuperscript{450} At some point, presumably, the added coordination costs from this bureaucratic growth outweigh the benefits those staff can deliver through unifying agency action.\textsuperscript{451}

Third, as the 9/11 Commission’s members and other groups continue to press for reform of congressional oversight, members of Congress must think carefully about reorganizing committee jurisdictions. The 9/11 Commission concluded that fragmented oversight is hurting intelligence efforts because committees are not investing sufficiently in oversight.\textsuperscript{452} According to the Commission, redundancy in oversight has prevented members of Congress from obtaining needed expertise and from being held accountable for intelligence failures.\textsuperscript{453} It is not clear, however, whether committees are conducting too little or too much oversight. More oversight likely would require intelligence agencies to devote more time to responding to congressional committees’ requests, and less time to collecting and analyzing intelligence. Although oversight, even fragmented oversight, potentially provides good incentives for agencies, certain areas, for example, homeland security funding, may face too much oversight, undermining the quality of agencies’ work for national security rather than enhancing it. But other areas, for example, implications of intelligence work for government transparency, may confront too little oversight.

If these assumptions receive empirical support, Congress should significantly consolidate, but not entirely unify, its oversight powers involving intelligence agencies, while still ensuring sufficient oversight to protect
core democratic values. The potential costs of consolidation for reliability could be offset by giving more power to the ranking minority members on the remaining committees with jurisdiction over the intelligence community. For example, the ranking minority members of the Intelligence Committees could be given subpoena power and the authority to call hearings. Members who are in the majority may support such a proposal if they fear being in the minority in the future.

Nevertheless, the 9/11 Commission’s call to staff intelligence committees with members of Congress who would serve “indefinitely” seems neither politically feasible nor desirable for national security. Although longer tenures on such oversight committees could generate helpful expertise, they also could promote cozy relationships between the overseers and the targets of oversight, as well as reduce creative thinking on intelligence issues. Instead, a smaller number of committees should have jurisdiction over the intelligence community (or some part of that community), and members of those committees should have staggered terms, so that some members always have considerable expertise while others bring potentially critical new ideas. For example, a quarter of each intelligence-related committee could turn over every two or four years (separate, of course, from electoral turnover). In addition, these committees should be as evenly balanced as possible. Rotating terms and party parity might also encourage consolidation of committees, if members felt they had a realistic chance of serving on one of the consolidated committees. A member on a committee that oversees some small part of the intelligence community might be willing to give up that jurisdictional authority for the opportunity to serve a fixed term on a committee that oversees more of the intelligence community. Further, a member of the minority party might be willing to relinquish such authority even if she did not anticipate being in the majority party in the near future because party parity on the consolidated committees would provide more committee seats to the minority party.

Fourth, policymakers should more vigorously protect core democratic values as they oversee the implementation of the Intelligence Reform Act and contemplate changes to their own committee structure. The Executive Branch should make the intelligence community’s budget public, including its major divisions. It also should conduct internal reviews within the

---

454. Congress gave this authority to the minority party when it established the House Select Bipartisan Committee to Investigate the Preparation for and Response to Hurricane Katrina, but the Minority Leader refused to appoint members to the Committee, fearing that the Committee would sugarcoat its assessment. See House Select Bipartisan Committee to Investigate the Preparation for and Response to Hurricane Katrina, A Failure of Initiative, at 10 (Feb. 15, 2006).

455. 9/11 Commission Report, supra note 3, at 421.

456. Id. at 416; 9/11 Public Discourse Project, supra note 89, at 9. The DNI recently disclosed that the U.S. had almost 100,000 intelligence personnel. 100,000 Staff Intelligence Community, USA Today, Apr. 21, 2006, at 9A. The Senate Intelligence Committee has voted to make the National
community that assess not only national security effectiveness but also protection of important democratic values, which should then be provided to key congressional committees. Unclassified summaries should be released to the public. Finally the Executive Branch should take the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board seriously. In its final report card at the end of 2005, the 9/11 Public Discourse Project gave the Board a “D” grade: “The Board has yet to be constituted. To date no meetings have been held; no staff have been named; no work plan has been outlined; no work has begun; no office has been established.”

Although the President appointed the Board’s members in June 2005, the Chairwoman and Vice Chairman were not confirmed until February 2006. The first meeting occurred in March 2006. The Executive Branch should give the Board members and their staff sufficient security clearances and broad authority to require agencies to turn over information on their activities. The Board should make regular, formal assessments of agencies’ respect for core democratic values and those assessments should be made public, even if classified portions are redacted.

The Legislative Branch, too, should act more vigorously to protect democratic values. Congressional committees with jurisdiction over the intelligence community should mandate that intelligence agencies report regularly to them on their actions and how those actions affect democratic values, and provide unclassified versions of such reports for public release. Congress should also create subcommittees on civil liberties within intelligence-related committees, if they do not already exist. And Congress should amend the intelligence oversight statutes to require that more members of Congress, at least some of whom are not on the Intelligence Committees, be notified of intelligence activities.

V

Conclusion

Agency design is a complex but critical enterprise. Structural choices in the administrative state can significantly affect agencies’ performance. This Article has offered a framework for considering the design of public organizations and congressional oversight committees. This framework

---

457. 9/11 PUBLIC DISCOURSE PROJECT, supra note 89, at 9; see also id. at 3 (giving the Board a “D” grade).

458. Id. at 7.


460. The Senate Intelligence Committee wants all of its members to be informed of particularly sensitive intelligence activities. Report of Senate Select Committee on Intelligence to Accompany S.3237, at § 304; Pincus, supra note 456.
maximizes organizational effectiveness, subject to political, legal, and democratic legitimacy constraints. Applying this combination of perspectives recasts the 9/11 Commission’s major proposals on the structure of the intelligence community and its congressional monitors. Carrying out the prescribed analysis in detail will not be easy, whether the subject is intelligence and national security, or any other area of the administrative state. The 9/11 Commission remarked in its report that “[i]magination is not a gift usually associated with bureaucracies.” But both serious analysis and imagination are required to design effective, feasible, and democratically desirable bureaucratic structures.

GAME THEORY APPENDIX

This Appendix considers more formally the advantages and disadvantages of redundancy and unification in the intelligence community and its congressional overseers for effectiveness in enhancing national security. The Appendix starts with a slightly modified version of Ting’s two-player game theory example of strategic redundancy.

I

ORGANIZATION OF THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY

Imagine that Congress selects two agencies, one military and one civilian, to obtain certain intelligence. Although the intelligence community has sixteen members, reducing this set to two entities, the Defense Department and the CIA, is a less dramatic simplification than it may seem at first. Agencies under the purview of the Defense Department—the NSA, NGIA, NRO, DIA, and service intelligence agencies—consume approximately 80% of all government intelligence spending. And the CIA, the only entity not part of a cabinet department, is the most important, or at least the best known, agency in the intelligence community.

Assume, in addition, that each agency independently may succeed or fail in getting desired information. Specifically, imagine that each agency succeeds with probability \( s \), where \( s \) falls between 0 and 1 (0% and 100%)

461. 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 344.
462. Ting, supra note 121, at 277. I do not assume, as Ting does, that the cost of working is always less than the reward to working. This change in assumption allows both agents to shirk in a Nash equilibrium. I also change the payoff to both agents shirking so as to capture more intuitively the possibility of a disaster from no agent working. As with any model, this model makes simplifying assumptions, some more realistic than others. For example, the model assumes that agencies either work to collect needed information or do not; there is no continuum of effort. In addition, the model assumes that agents cannot bargain to the most efficient outcome. But despite these simplifying assumptions, the model illustrates some key insights about redundancy and unification in bureaucratic organization.
463. See supra notes 19-22 and accompanying text.
464. 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 3, at 86.
465. See id.
and where \( s \) is independent across the agencies.\(^{466}\) The independence of the probability \( s \) across the agencies would hold if, for example, the agencies used different techniques in their efforts and did not share information with each other.\(^{467}\) (To be certain, agencies likely have different probabilities of success at a given task and share some information with each other.) If either agency prevails in obtaining the intelligence, we term the outcome “positive”; if neither agency prevails, we see the outcome as “negative.” Further, if neither agency prevails, there is a chance that some disaster (for example, a terrorist attack) will occur, which we term a “disastrous” outcome. Later in this Appendix, I relax this assumption that one agency’s work does not affect any other agency’s probability of success \( s \)—two agencies working on the same problem may produce positive externalities (for example, innovation) or negative externalities (for example, interference).

If the agencies do not behave strategically (i.e., if an agency’s chance of prevailing is not affected by the existence of another agency with an overlapping mandate), the chance that the information will be obtained is \( s \) for one agency and \( s + (1-s)s \) for two agencies.\(^{468}\) As long as there is some chance of success (i.e., \( s \) is greater than 0), the probability of a good result is greater with two agencies working on the task than with one.

As explained above,\(^{469}\) administrative agencies, however, tend to behave strategically. They consider the efforts of other agencies tasked with similar work when deciding how hard to work themselves. Assume that the two agencies receive the following payoffs from the outcome: 1 if there is a positive outcome, 0 if there is a negative outcome, and -1 if there is a disastrous outcome. Each strategic agency decides either to work or shirk. If an agency chooses to work, its chance of succeeding is \( s \); if the agency chooses to shirk instead, its chance of succeeding is 0. (To be certain, agencies generally choose to work along some continuum; this model uses the binary choice for simplicity and basic organizational insights. Further, this model treats agencies as unitary actors, ignoring that they too face their own principal-agent problems within the organization.)

Work is not without costs: if the agency works, it must pay a cost \( c \), which ranges between 0 and 1. If that cost is sufficiently high, an agency will choose not to work. Such a decision does not necessarily reflect bad faith on the part of the agency (for example, telling all of its employees to knock off work and read Television Without Pity on the Internet). As the

---

\(^{466}\) The model defines success as the agency obtaining the desired information. To be certain, policymakers must then utilize that information to avert disaster. This model thus assumes that policymakers make use of intelligence.

\(^{467}\) Ting, supra note 121, at 277.

\(^{468}\) Probability of one agency getting the information + probability of second agency getting the information - probability of both agencies getting the information: \( s + s - s^2 = s + (1-s)s \).

\(^{469}\) See supra notes 130-133 and accompanying text.
9/11 Commission explains, government agencies “are often passive, accepting what are viewed as givens, including that efforts to identify and fix glaring vulnerabilities to dangerous threats would be too costly, too controversial, or too disruptive.” Alternatively, an agency simply may not know what it needs to do. It “shirks” because it does not have needed direction. But shirking too has costs. If no agency works, a disaster strikes, with probability $d$. A disaster cannot strike if at least one agency works.

Each agency wants a positive outcome and, if acting alone, it will work so long as the net benefit of working outweighs the net benefit of shirking. The net benefit of working is determined by multiplying the benefit of a good outcome by its likelihood (to find the expected benefit) and subtracting the cost of working. The cost of shirking is determined by adding the expected cost of a negative outcome to the expected cost of a disastrous outcome. In technical terms, each agency will work if $s(1) - c \geq (1-s)(0) + d(-1)$, or $s \geq c - d$. Each agency realizes, however, that its work is wasted if the other agency prevails in its efforts. Figure A.1, a payoff matrix, illustrates this game between two strategic agencies:

Figure A.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency 1</th>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Shirk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work</td>
<td>$2s - s^2 - c$, $2s - s^2 - c$</td>
<td>$s$, $s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirk</td>
<td>$s - c$, $s$</td>
<td>$-d$, $-d$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each cell, Agency 1’s payoff is listed first; Agency 2’s payoff is listed second. The model assumes that the two agencies cannot bargain with each other to obtain different payoffs.

In a noncooperative game with strategic players, we look for optimal strategies for the players; the combination of such strategies constitutes a Nash equilibrium. More precisely, a Nash equilibrium of this game “is an array of strategies, one for each player, such that no player has an incentive (in terms of improving his own payoff) to deviate from his part of the strategy array.” In other words, in a Nash equilibrium, “each player is maximizing on his own, given the supposed actions of the others.” Here, the array (work, work), where the strategy for Agency 1 is listed first and the strategy for Agency 2 is listed second, is a Nash equilibrium if and only if $2s - s^2 - c \geq s$. Simplifying, both agencies working is a Nash equilibrium if and only if $s$ falls between $\frac{1}{2} (1 - \sqrt{1 - 4c})$ and $\frac{1}{2} (1 + \sqrt{1 - 4c})$.

---

472. Id.
473. The quadratic formula provides this solution to $2s - s^2 - c \geq s$. 
Figure A.2 illustrates the conditions for this equilibrium. The horizontal axis shows various values for the cost of working, $c$; the vertical axis shows various values for the probability of success, $s$. Pairs that fall in between the two curves constitute values of $c$ and $s$ where both agencies working is a Nash equilibrium. For example, if there is no cost of working (i.e., $c=0$), all values of $s$ would result in such an equilibrium; such a situation corresponds to the nonstrategic environment. As the cost of working increases, there is a smaller range of values for $s$ where both agencies working constitutes a Nash equilibrium. As Ting explains, “[s] must be moderate and $c$ low for both agen[cies] to work. When $[s]$ is low, the marginal contribution of the second agen[cy] is too low to justify the cost, while a high $[s]$ leaves little room for improvement.”  

Figure A.2

In other words, redundant, strategic agencies will both work on the same task if each thinks its contribution to the task’s success is worth its costs. Those proposing or effectuating changes in bureaucratic structure should not overlook this critical insight. Agencies are strategic players; any benefits of redundant structures depend on the redundant structures deciding to work.

474. Ting, supra note 121, at 277.
Unlike Ting’s set-up, the game described here allows the possibility that both agencies shirk in a Nash equilibrium. More precisely, the array (shirk, shirk), where, as before, the strategy for Agency 1 is listed first and the strategy for Agency 2 is listed second, is a Nash equilibrium if and only if 

\[-d > s - c.\]

In other words, the payoff to shirking must be at least as great as the payoff to working. Because the payoff to shirking is nonpositive by assumption (\(-d \leq 0\)), there is a shirking equilibrium only if \(s \leq c - d\), or when the cost of working discounted for the possibility of a disaster if both agencies shirk is greater than the probability of one agency prevailing. In the intelligence context, this seems like a rare occurrence. Presumably the chance of a disastrous outcome should motivate agencies to work. Agencies, however, could underestimate the probability of a disastrous outcome, as they may have done prior to September 11, 2001. If neither the condition for the \((\text{work}, \text{work})\) array nor the condition for the \((\text{shirk}, \text{shirk})\) array holds, the array \((\text{work}, \text{shirk})\) or \((\text{shirk}, \text{work})\) should be a Nash equilibrium.

What does this simple game theory model tell us about the decision to delegate intelligence work to one agency or to multiple agencies? If both agencies choose to work in equilibrium and Congress receives the same payoffs as an agency (i.e., there is no additional cost of delegating), Congress should delegate to both agencies because the payoff to both agencies working is greater than the payoff to one agency working: 

\[2s - s^2 - c \geq s - c \text{ or, simplifying, } s - s^2 \geq 0.\]

Agencies, however, typically require resources. If both agencies work in equilibrium, and Congress pays \(I\) to maintain each agency, whether or not the agency works on its assigned tasks,\(^{475}\) Congress should delegate to both agencies if the net payoff (including this cost of maintaining an agency) is greater with two agencies, than with one: 

\[2s - s^2 - c - 2I \geq s - c - I \text{ or, simplifying, } s - s^2 - I \geq 0.\]

If both agencies choose to shirk in equilibrium, or if one agency works but the other shirks in equilibrium, Congress should not delegate a particular task to both agencies if there is any cost of delegating to a second agency.

The 9/11 Commission did not, however, ask Congress to delegate intelligence work to fewer agencies, but rather proposed that the agencies tasked with intelligence functions report, in essence, to one boss, the National Intelligence Director, and that agencies use joint intelligence

\(^{475}\) In real-world terms, Congress may have to provide funding to each agency; that funding could be used for other government programs if it were not used here. See supra note 134-136 and accompanying text.

\(^{476}\) A similar result obtains if the cost of maintaining Agency 1 differs from the cost of maintaining Agency 2. Assume \(m\) is the cost of maintaining Agency 1 and \(n\) is the cost of maintaining Agency 2. Congress should delegate to both agencies instead of Agency 1 alone if 

\[2s - s^2 - c - m - n \geq s - c - m \text{ or, simplifying, } s - s^2 - n \geq 0.\]

(To compare delegation to both with delegation to Agency 2 alone, replace \(n\) with \(m\) in the last equation above.)
resources instead of relying entirely or predominantly on their own resources.

When is such "consolidation" of agencies beneficial? Assume the "unification" of the CIA and Department of Defense yields a payoff to Congress of $s' - l'$ when the unified agencies work (i.e., the payoff is the chance of a positive outcome discounted by the cost of delegating to and maintaining the agency). As described above, if the CIA and the Defense Department are separate entities, each tasked with intelligence work and each relying on its own resources, Congress's payoff to both agencies working is $2s - s^2 - 2l$. If both agencies would work in equilibrium (i.e., there is no collective action problem), then the unified payoff, $s' - l'$, must be compared with the nonunified payoff, $2s - s^2 - 2l$. Thus, as the difference in cost between, on the one hand, delegating to two separate agencies that do not report to the same "boss" and that rely on independent resources and, on the other hand, delegating to a unified intelligence community that can share resources (that is, $2l - l'$) grows, all else being equal, the payoff to a unified intelligence community also grows.

Similarly, as the difference in benefits between delegating to two separate agencies and delegating to a unified intelligence community ($2s - s^2 - s'$) grows, all else being equal, the payoff to a redundant intelligence community also grows. The chance of a positive outcome from the unified bureaucratic structure, $s'$, may well be lower than the chance of a positive outcome from a decentralized bureaucratic structure, where both agencies work, $2s - s^2$.

In addition, redundant structures may create positive externalities. Such a positive externality is not represented in the payoff structure but could be easily added: $2s - s^2 + pe$, where $pe$ represents the positive interaction effect. Structures also may create negative externalities. Such a negative externality is not represented in the payoff structure but could be easily added: $2s - s^2 - ne$, where $ne$ represents the negative interference.

Figure A.3 presents several different scenarios of the possible costs and benefits of a nonunified and unified intelligence system (with no externalities associated with redundant agencies). The first and fourth lines provide examples in which two nonunified agencies yield a better chance of finding the desired information than the agencies as a unified structure would. The second and third lines provide examples in which the unified agencies yield a better result.
This model assumes that agencies are strategic and that there are costs of delegating. How these assumptions interact determines whether Congress, if motivated solely by maximizing effectiveness for enhancing national security, will want to delegate either to redundant agencies, to unified agencies, or to only one agency.

II

Organization of Congressional Oversight

For the "national security planner," what structure of congressional oversight is optimal: one that emphasizes redundancy or one that emphasizes unification? Using the framework developed in the previous Part, this Part considers common assumptions about the effects of oversight, on agencies and on Congress.

Consider first the effect of oversight on agency action, where oversight imposes a cost on each agency, \( a \), that does not depend on the agency's decision to work or shirk. Figure A.4 illustrates the modified payoff matrix:

As before, in each cell, Agency 1's payoff is listed first; Agency 2's payoff is listed second. Under this assumption, oversight does not change an agency's decision to work or shirk in equilibrium because it imposes the same cost no matter the agency action (or inaction). The only effect of oversight is to lower the agencies' payoffs.

The cost of oversight felt by an agency, however, likely depends on the overseer's perception of the agency's performance, with agencies that shirk facing more of a penalty from oversight than agencies that work. Let
be the cost of oversight to an agency that works, and \( a_s \) be the cost of oversight to an agency that shirks. If an agency that shirks faces greater wrath from congressional overseers (such as budget cuts, reporting requirements or hostile questioning) than an agency that works, \( a_s \) will be greater than \( a_w \). Figure A.5 illustrates this slight change in assumption.

Figure A.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency 1</th>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Shirk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( 2s - s^2 - c - a_w ), ( 2s - s^2 - c - a_w )</td>
<td>( s - c - a_w ), ( s - a_w )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work</td>
<td>( s - a_w ), ( s - c - a_w )</td>
<td>( -d - a_w ), ( -d - a_w )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both agencies will work in equilibrium if \( s \) falls between \( \frac{1}{2} (1 - \sqrt{1 - 4(c + a_w - a_w)}) \) and \( \frac{1}{2} (1 + \sqrt{1 - 4(c + a_w - a_w)}) \). Because \( a_s > a_w \), the earlier analysis, depicted in Figure A.2, still holds, except for a wider range of costs. Furthermore, both agencies will shirk in equilibrium only if \( -d - a_s \geq s - c - a_w \), which simplifies to \( s \leq c - d - a_s + a_w \). Given that \( a_s > a_w \), the earlier analysis for a (shirk, shirk) equilibrium still holds, except for a smaller range of costs. In other words, differentiated oversight costs decreases the cost of working. For some agencies, oversight will change their decision to shirk into a decision to work. For those agencies that would have chosen to work without any oversight, congressional monitoring instead has reduced their payoffs to working. Thus, to the extent that oversight encourages agencies to work, oversight improves ultimate outcomes.477

In addition to imposing costs on agencies, congressional oversight may also improve agency payoffs. For example, such oversight could improve an agency’s chance of succeeding at its task by making the agency’s efforts more efficient. With one agency, if congressional oversight is, on balance, beneficial, the payoff to the agency should increase. If the payoff to working increases, the agency should be more likely to work than to shirk; once the payoff to working is greater than the payoff to shirking, the agency will work, all else being equal. With two agencies, however, such beneficial oversight will make it less likely that both agencies will work. Consider Figure A.2. As \( s \) increases, for a given cost \( c \) of working, the chance that the pair of values leads to both agencies working in equilibrium (i.e., that the pair will fall within the shaded region in Figure A.2) declines. In other words, assuming agencies are strategic, where there is
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477. This analysis presumes the decision to delegate is separate from the decision to exercise oversight so that both decisions are not set endogenously in the model. Section II.A.3, supra, discusses the connections between the structure of the intelligence community and the structure of congressional oversight.
redundancy in delegation, "beneficial oversight" (that is, oversight that increases the chance of a working agency succeeding at its task) will make it less likely that all of the redundant agencies will work. This occurs because there is less chance of redundant action making a difference.

The observed level of oversight, of course, critically depends on its payoff to Congress, which may overlap somewhat with its payoff to the agencies. In terms of benefits, redundant oversight may bring more opportunities to members of Congress to claim credit in front of constituents and to improve agency work. In terms of costs, oversight may expose members of Congress to punishment by their constituents or may make agency work more difficult.